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Pete Mallon reflects on the highs and lows of the
last year, and how the team has delivered the new
strategy we embarked upon in 2020.

4As we send the final issue of this year
off to print, it seems an apt time to reflect
on the last 12 months, and the wave of
uncertainty we have all weathered.
We really all have become adept at
rolling with the challenges brought by
COVID-19.
After relaunching the title in November
last year, we have continued to print
and distribute regionwide every month
(through another lockdown!), and that’s no
mean feat.
The support for North East Times has
been unwavering and I am hugely grateful
to our readers, partners, advertisers and
advocates, who continue to shape the
publication.
I wrote to you last December, detailing
the strategy behind the next chapter for
North East Times, and why we felt it was
now time to raise the bar in regional print.
It won’t be a surprise to you that I’m
an avid supporter of print, and confident
that it still has its place in the increasingly
complex media landscape.
By creating a physical, experiential
relationship with the reader, print provides
a more slow-paced, trusted environment
for you to connect with your audience.
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And as a reader, it’s a cause for
introspective reflection, where you can
consider more genuinely than when
engaged in reactive thinking.
Our editorial strategy now considers
what is relevant, timely and engaging
month on month, to drive a bigger
conversation.
And this became more relevant than
ever, when the COVID-19 pandemic
gripped the world early last year.
Our editor Steven Hugill and his team
have uncompromisingly researched and
curated long-form report and interview
features that are responsive – and
proactive – around the North East’s
business, economic, political, social
and environmental landscape, which
seamlessly weave in too national and
global viewpoints.
As I look over the last 12 issues, I feel
confident in saying that we have delivered
on what we set out to do a year ago.
With an ongoing commentary on
coronavirus a constant this year, a standout feature came in March, when we were
in the grips of another lockdown.
What I refer to is our interview
with Billingham’s FUJIFILM Diosynth
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Biotechnologies, which gained headlines
for its work with Novavax to deliver a
COVID-19 vaccine.
Steven spoke to Paul Found, the
business’ UK chief operating officer, and
Michael Lyons, its global chief financial
officer, to find out about its landmark
support.
We have covered pivotal political,
financial and policy announcements,
with an in-depth consideration of their
reverberations on the North East.
We’ve also been the first to feature key
appointments in the world of business,
tech, sport, arts and culture.
And we have featured the entrepreneurs,
innovators and thinkers of the next
generation, who are shaping the world we
live in today.
Dan Martin, of Consett-based
Elmtronics; Laura Hepburn, of
Middlesbrough waste-to-energy firm
Greenology; and Chloë Clover, of fellow
Middlesbrough company Wander Films –
to name just a few – were other incredible
stories we covered that perfectly illustrated
the North East’s determination to make a
positive change.
The pandemic brought a whole new

meaning to the word unprecedented and
transformed the very fabric of our lives and
communities.
Here at North East Times, we wanted to
champion these endeavours and in 2020
launched the Impact List, to celebrate the
spirit, drive and innovation of the region’s
businesspeople.
The team and I have mused that 2021 has
been just as challenging. We’ve all had to
dig deep into our reserves while the world
seems to be slowly returning to a sense of
‘normality’.
However, despite the continuing
uncertainty, the region remained
determined, with its well-known tenacity
stronger than ever.
And so, this year, the Impact List returns,
and once again we have asked the North
East business community to shine a
spotlight on the individuals they believe
made a truly dynamic impression on the
region in 2021. Turn to pages 62-66 to find
out more.
As we look ahead to the next year, we
will be shining a spotlight on who we see
making this impact in 2022 – watch this
space!
I would be really interested to talk to any

of you reading this, and to hear your views
on North East Times, in terms of its present
and its future.
As we find ourselves on more steady
ground, this is ultimately only the
beginning.
We will continue to evolve in response
to an ever-changing business, tech and
media landscape, to ensure we produce
a publication which is relevant and at the
forefront of the regional B2B landscape
nationally.
We are all committed to our unwavering
mission, which is to be the voice of the
North East and a platform for as many of
you to be heard as possible.
I, as well as the team, continue to be
incredibly grateful for the support of the
North East business community.
And while the road ahead will
undoubtedly bring new challenges, we
know the region has the grit to navigate
them.
Have a lovely festive break, and I hope to
see you all soon.
Pete Mallon
Managing director
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Editor’s word

Editor’s word
As we prepare to welcome in 2022, Steven Hugill looks to the future with
investments and commitments that promise to give our region a fresh dose of
optimism…

4So here we are, then. The last
knockings of 2021.
And we arrive, just like 12 months
previously, with the pandemic’s shadow
continuing to hang over us.
But rather than look back, we
wanted this edition to focus on the
future, to the great potential held by
new investments, developments and
commitments that promise to deliver
fresh confidence to our region.
Our cover story epitomises that
attitude.
Joanne Leng, who will officially
become chief executive at Durhambased energy sector business
development organisation NOF next
month, tells us about the critical role
our region can play in the Government’s
‘Green Industrial Revolution’.
With the need to act on climate
change exacerbated by the recent
COP-26 summit, Joanne talks about the
proactive work NOF is doing – and has
done for years – to help firms and their
supply chains transition to new energy
futures.
Elsewhere, we speak to Leo
Pearlman, co-founder of Fulwell 73 –
the production company behind the
‘Sunderland Til I Die’ Netflix series that
counts James Corden as a partner and
has just brought ‘An Audience with...
Adele’ to the nation’s screens – about its
return to Wearside.
Known as Fulwell North, and based

on the University of Sunderland’s Sir
Tom Cowie Campus, the company
offshoot aims to bolster opportunities
for the next generation of local talent
and the region’s operators striving to
make a name in the industry.
We also speak to Neil Williams,
a Middlesbrough lad who, as chief
lending officer at the newly-licensed GB
Bank, is giving something back to the
town, and area, that helped shape his
formative years.
With a blueprint to lend customers
£3 billion across the next five years –
including many in the North East – to
fund the building of almost 20,000
homes and swathes of office space it
says will support the creation of more
than 100,000 jobs, the bank aims to
add some permanency to a property
development sector that has long
suffered from financial ambiguity.
However, for all the abundant
positivity, it would be remiss not to
cover too the stories that aren’t so
positive.
Over the following pages, you will
find two opinion articles that analyse
the racism storm swirling around
Yorkshire County Cricket Club and the
Government’s scrapping of part of the
HS2 development.
The former is a shocking insight into
discrimination at one of the country’s
most historic sporting institutions, and a
sad indictment that, as a society, we are

still talking about such a topic in 2021.
The latter represents a slap in the
face for the North East – the region
that, of course, gave the railways to the
world.
The Government can talk up its
£96 billion upgrades all it likes, but
the removal of a section of high-speed
line between the East Midlands and
Leeds means our region will be even
further away from a modern network
so crucial to delivering the connectivity
improvements we need.
Returning to a more positive note, I’d
like to end my final column of the year
by thanking you all for your support
over the last 12 months.
As I alluded to at the beginning of this
piece, it has been far from plain sailing
this year, but your continued backing
has been treasured by the entire North
East Times team.
Thank you to our commercial
partners for your unwavering
commitment, to everyone who has
contributed to features across the year,
and to those of you who have not only
continued reading the magazine but
have championed it at in-person events
and across your social media platforms.
I wish you all a happy Christmas and
the very best for 2022.
I hope you enjoy this issue.
Steven
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Written by Steven Hugill

Permanency sits at the heart of Neil Williams’ career, from
his father’s prophecy that banking would provide him a job
for life, to the fiscal stability he’s helped countless clients
enjoy over the decades.

Williamsali x North East Times campaign

In the three years since Abu Ali and Phil Williams launched
WilliamsAli, it’s fair to say they’ve shaken up the North East
corporate finance scene.

Words by Steven Hugill

The racism allegations that swirled around Yorkshire
County Cricket Club for more than a year came to a head
last month, when former player Azeem Rafiq’s claims were
finally acknowledged by the organisation.

p. 022-025

Just Champion

The North East
dealmakers on a
mission to challenge
the status quo

Discrimination? It’s just
not cricket

Contents

p. 018-019
p. 030-037

Powering the 		
energy transition

A Ful-time job

Rewriting the script

p. 078-085

Hollywood loves the North East. During breaks from avoiding
bouncing boulders at Bamburgh Castle for the final Indiana
Jones movie, Harrison Ford was regularly captured in cycling
helmet and shorts enjoying the Northumberland coastline or
fish and chips in North Shields.

“I left the North East when I was 18 and I’ve never lived there
since, but I’m up at least every four to six weeks,” says Leo
Pearlman, co-creator of Fulwell 73, the production company
behind the unforgettable ‘Sunderland Til I Die’ Netflix series.

The recent COP-26 conference may have highlighted the
need for urgent climate action to global audiences, but
one North East organisation has long been pushing energy
transition.

Words by Steven Hugill

Words by Colin Young

Words by Colin Young
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Contents
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Business briefing
Your curated guide to the latest news, views, trends
and technologies shaping the economic and business
landscape of the North East.

NYDIG banks Newcastle’s Bottlepay in $300 million deal
Technology

A technology firm has been bought by a
US bitcoin operator in a deal reportedly
worth as much as $300 million.
Bottlepay, based at Byker’s Hoults Yard,
is now part of NYDIG.
Bosses say the deal will help “bring
bitcoin to all” and “level the playing field
across the global micropayments sector”.
NYDIG – which previously invested in
Bottlepay during a seed funding round
– is understood to have paid up to $300
million in shares for the tech operator.
Bottlepay, founded by Pete Cheyne
[pictured], allows users access to an
open payment network wherein they
can spend, send and receive a range of
currencies – including bitcoin – from
anywhere in the world in real-time
through what it calls its Lightning
Network, which removes costly service
fees. According to the terms of the
deal, NYDIG will integrate Bottlepay’s
Lightning Network infrastructure into its
existing bitcoin platform.
Reflecting on the sale, Pete said:
“When we set out to build Bottlepay,
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Bingo operator sold in
£400 million-plus deal
we wanted to unlock the financial
infrastructure of the future.
“We believe we’ve done so in a way
that will revolutionise the payments
industry and make it more equitable for
everyone, from small businesses and
creators to end consumers.”
“We’re excited to be joining an industry
leader like NYDIG who shares our vision
for the future of money,” added Pete,
who previously co-founded North East
software company Partnerize.
Ross Stevens, NYDIG founder
and executive chairman, and Robert
Gutmann, co-founder and chief
executive, added: “We believe the next
chapter of bitcoin will be about bitcoin –
big B – the network.
“The Bottlepay team has built worldclass infrastructure for Lightning and
bitcoin payments, and they have done
so with the same level of regulatory and
compliance rigour our customers expect.
“We are on a mission to bring bitcoin to
all, and this acquisition brings us one step
closer to fulfilling that goal.”

Digital
An online bingo firm has been
sold for more than £400 million.
Tombola has been snapped
up by Paddy Power and Betfair
operator Flutter Entertainment.
The deal for Sunderland-based
Tombola – valued at £402 million
– is expected to be completed
early next year.
Flutter Entertainment, which
also includes PokerStars, said
it is “delighted to add the UK’s
premier bingo brand” to its stable.
Employing more than 700 staff,
Tombola’s suite of bingo and
roulette games attract around
400,000 players every month.
According to financial results
for the year to April 2021, the
firm – founded by Phil Cronin –
generated pro forma revenues of
£164 million.
Peter Jackson, Flutter
Entertainments’ chief executive,
said: “Tombola is a business we
have long admired for its product
expertise, highly recreational
customer base and focus on
sustainable play.
“I am excited to combine
Flutter’s digital marketing
expertise with Tombola’s
operational capabilities within the
UK & Ireland division.
“As the time comes for Phil
to hand over the reins, I would
like to thank him for building the
success story that the business is
today.”
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1000-job boost as Sabic
makes Cracker investment
pledge
Manufacturing
Around 1000 jobs will be created
and safeguarded following an
£850 million cash injection to
restart work at a recognisable
Teesside industrial hub, it has
been claimed.
Sabic has pledged to resume
operations at its Olefins 6 plant
– also known as the Cracker – at
Wilton, near Redcar. The Cracker
produces goods used to make
food packaging, car interiors,
detergents and shampoos by
taking feedstocks and cracking
apart components, but it has
stood idle for the last year.
However, in an announcement
pledging its future to the plant,
company bosses say they will
make a significant investment
in the base, which will include
exploring the Cracker’s
conversion to electric power and
use of hydrogen as a fuel source.
Tees Valley Mayor Ben
Houchen – who previously met
with Sabic global chief executive
Yousef Abdullah Al-Benyan –
said: “This has taken a huge
amount of time, effort and
political diplomacy, but Sabic’s
commitment is yet another
huge vote of confidence in our
world-beating chemicals and
processing industries.
“It will create and safeguard
1000 skilled, well-paid jobs for
local workers.
“Sabic is absolutely central
to the future success of the
chemical industry in the UK
and is especially important to
Teesside.
“Since the Cracker was
mothballed last year there has
been some uncertainty about
the future of the plant - but
this announcement will give
confidence to investors and
workers across our area.”

LightOx makes move to
Newcastle Helix

Monstarlab expansion to deliver
100 jobs

Health

Technology

A life science firm behind new oral cancer
treatments has expanded into a flagship
innovation hub.
LightOx is now based at The Biosphere,
on Newcastle Helix.
The Durham University spin-out is
pioneering light-based work to combat
early-stage mouth cancers, and bosses
say its new home will boost further
research and collaboration.
Dr Sam Whitehouse, chief executive,
said: “We are very excited to have opened
our labs in The Biosphere and join many
familiar neighbours and collaborators.”
Councillor Joyce McCarty, cabinet
member for inclusive economy at
Newcastle City Council, added:
“Innovation and invention are at the heart
of Helix and The Biosphere to enable
people to live healthier and longer lives.”

A global digital consultancy has revealed
plans to create up to 100 North East jobs.
Monstarlab is opening an office on
Newcastle’s Grey Street.
Bosses want staff across service and
user experience design, technology,
and digital strategy and delivery roles,
and aim to assemble their regional
cohort by 2024. Monstarlab’s arrival
was helped by more than £680,000
support from the North of Tyne Inward
Investment Fund, while Invest Newcastle,
part of NewcastleGateshead Initiative,
introduced it to networks and funding.
Jennifer Hartley, director of
Invest Newcastle, said: “This is
testament to the strength of our tech
ecosystem and world-class talent.”
The firm’s regional base will
complement sites across 17 countries.

Office deal to create 9000-job city centre hub
Development
Thousands of civil service roles are moving to a city centre after bosses agreed a major
office deal.
HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) is switching to Newcastle’s Pilgrim’s Quarter.
Officials say around 9000 staff will be based at the nine-storey development, which
will sit as part of the Government Hub network and operate as the largest of HMRC’s 13
regional centres.
Confirmation of the deal comes after HMRC earlier this year revealed it was leaving
its Benton Park View site.
Workers from that office, and a sister base in Washington, are expected to move into
the Newcastle hub by 2027.
Councillor Nick Forbes, leader of Newcastle City Council, said: “Having a new
development for 9000 workers in the heart of the city will not only boost our economy
but bring huge social value to the city.”
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eQuality Solutions Group
expands with takeover

Furniture firm sitting pretty
with new store

Education

Retail

A disability, diversity and inclusion
firm has expanded with a seven-figure
takeover.
Hebburn-headquartered eQuality
Solutions Group (eQS) has bought
psychology support organisation The
Educational Guidance Service (EGS).
The deal marks eQS’ third
acquisition in less than a year, with
bosses saying the business is on track
to achieve its target of £30 million
turnover by 2023.
They say Halifax-based EGS will
add complementary capability to the
group’s disability services division,
which provides specialist assistive
technology equipment, software,
training and mentoring in the
education, workplace and government
sectors.
Andy Gough, eQS chief executive,
said: “EGS quickly became the top
choice for our next acquisition.”

Tube maker aims to grow with
£95,000 backing
Manufacturing
A tube maker founded less than a year
ago has secured financial assistance
to take the next steps on its growth
journey.
Cramlington’s Advanced
Composites Engineering aims to
create jobs and grow turnover by
nearly a quarter following £95,000
backing from the North East Small
Loan Fund, which is supported by
the European Regional Development
Fund.
It worked with NEL Fund Managers
to secure the cash, which will be
used to buy additional raw material
supplies.
Don Robinson, director at Advanced
Composites Engineering, said: “We
feel confident that growing our
turnover by 20 per cent will be well
within our grasp.”
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College to boost skills in
£3 million training endeavour
Education

A North East-founded furniture
retailer has strengthened its
regional ties after securing
approval for a £5 million store.
Barker and Stonehouse is
opening a near 50,000sq ft base
on Gateshead’s Metrocentre
Retail Park.
The showroom – which
replaces a former Snow + Rock
site – is expected to open in late
2022.
Bosses say it will create 20
jobs.
James Barker, managing
director of the company, which
was founded in Stockton in 1946,
said: “This new location is ideal;
we’re excited to grow our offer.”
Picture: YEME Architects*

A college has secured more than
£3 million to create training hubs for the
jobs of tomorrow.
Darlington College is building a
robotics and automation manufacturing
laboratory, a technical support workshop
and an electric and hybrid vehicle
workshop.
The expansion comes after the
institution was awarded £2.75 million
from the Government’s Town Fund,
and a further £600,000 grant to
develop a business hub for professional
qualifications and a training centre.
Work on the two-storey facility is due
to start in the new year, with its opening
earmarked for July 2022.
Alan Jones, curriculum manager for
engineering, design, automotive and the
arts, said: “With these new facilities, we’ll
be able to support and introduce new
technology into local businesses.”

Opencast set to grow with Government digital deal
Technology
An independent technology consultancy hopes to create jobs after winning a major
Government deal.
Byker-headquartered Opencast is working with HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
to introduce new customer-facing services over the next two years.
Tom Lawson, Opencast chief executive [pictured], said: “This is transformational, for
it allows us to provide further interesting work for our team, offering our people the
chance to learn and grow.
“Initially, we anticipate we will be looking for additional roles to put together agile
scrum teams, as well as roles in finance, people and operations.
“As a business we are all about working together to do the right thing and make a
difference.”
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Digital innovators celebrated at Dynamites 21 Awards
Technology

News you may have missed

The region’s tech sector stars have been rewarded for their pioneering work.
The Dynamites 21 Awards threw the spotlight on the champions of the North East’s
digital world at Newcastle Civic Centre’s Banqueting Hall last month.
Organised by Dynamo, the industry-led network focused on growing the region’s tech
sector, the eighth annual awards night saw 11 accolades up for grabs.
Winners included data scientist Elena Lanzarini, of Wordnerds, who picked up the
rising star award in memory of Nate Sterling; Notify Technology, which secured the
tech for good honour; and Nebula Labs’ Dylan McKee, who was named tech champion.
The evening featured an introduction from Dynamo director and chair of judges Cate
Kalson, with other speakers including BBC Digital director Robin Pembrooke and North
of Tyne Mayor Jamie Driscoll.
For the full list of winners and sponsors, see our news page at
www.northeastimesmagazine.co.uk

Technology

4NETPark’s Kromek secures
$17 million deal
A technology firm known for helping
thwart terror plots has secured a
contract worth more than $17 million.
Sedgefield’s Kromek Group is
supplying detection equipment to a
US-based international operator.
It says the seven-year deal follows
progression of a development
programme announced late last
year, which saw NETPark-based
Kromek provide a cadmium zinc
telluride-based (CZT) detector
solution that helped its client identify
contaminants during production
processes.
The firm says CZT detectors
enable higher quality of imaging with
the ability for more accurate and
reliable identification of materials.

Development

4Thumbs up for £36 million
hospital blueprint

Tees White Gill propelled by new thruster agreement
Engineering
An engineer is set to play its part in
future environmental improvements after
securing a major four-year contract.
Tees White Gill is making huge
thrusters for National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration vessels.
Bosses at the firm – which is part of
Tees Components and based in North
Skelton, east Cleveland – say its models
will be used in two new research ships,
which are being made in Texas and

will carry out oceanographic research
and marine life, climate and ecosystem
studies. The contract follows a previous
deal that saw the business make thrusters
for the RSS Sir David Attenborough arctic
research vessel.
Sharon Lane, Tees Components’
managing director, said: “This project
builds on our track record and continues
the North East’s world-renowned legacy
in the marine industry.”

Plans have been approved to create
a “world-class” £36 million eye
hospital.
Sunderland City Council has
backed a blueprint to replace
Wearside’s existing eye infirmary
with a new base.
The hospital – which will sit as part
of the ongoing Riverside Sunderland
development – is expected to open
in 2024.
Officials say it means Sunderland
will retain the region’s only dedicated
standalone eye hospital, adding
the site will operate as one of only
a limited number of specialist
ophthalmology care centres across
the entire NHS.

For more news and views across the
North East, visit our website @
www.netimesmagazine.co.uk/news
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Guest contributor

Action for a
positive future

Hannah Owens_

Words by Hannah Owens
Sustainability manager at Newcastle University

Environment

At the precipice of possible change
Having attended last month’s COP-26 climate summit, Hannah Owens, sustainability
manager at Newcastle University, sees hope for the future amid a collective commitment to
inspire decisive climate action.

The impacts of climate change are
in the public consciousness more
than ever before, as rising global
temperatures bring melting of ice
caps and an increase in extreme
weather events that are causing
significant damage to people and
environments across the world.
Against this backdrop, the COP26 conference aimed to revisit
progress against the commitments
made at COP-21 in Paris in 2015,
to keep efforts to limit temperature
increases to 1.5C alive, adapt to
protect communities and natural
habitats, mobilise finance and
work together to accelerate action
in response to the climate and
ecological crises.
The summit made a lot of
headlines and targets for change
were set out across several issues
of great importance.
But the event was just the
beginning.
For all the coverage, and all the
pledges made by world leaders,
the real route to lasting change
starts now.
Promises made around a
negotiating table are one thing,
but it is the work over the coming
months and years that will define
just how serious we are about
taking action on climate change.
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4COP-26 was one of the most eagerly
anticipated climate change conferences
of all. I was lucky to attend its second
week as part of a delegation of ten from
Newcastle University that made the
journey as observers.
This meant entry to the blue and green
zones, which included a dizzying schedule
of plenaries, side events, meetings and
‘pavilions’.
Having navigated the various security
checks and made it into said blue zone,
the first event I stumbled into was one in
which poet, activist and former refugee
Emtithal (Emi) Mahmoud performed her
poem Di Baladna (Our Land), which is
inspired by conversations with refugees
at the frontline of the climate crisis in
Bangladesh, Cameroon and Jordan.
From that, I was emersed in the
overwhelming strength and power
of the voices representing people
most vulnerable, which I experienced
throughout from inspirational speakers that
included young leaders and indigenous
groups.
As a sustainability team, we’ve been
working for more than ten years to embed
sustainability throughout Newcastle
University’s activities. In 2019, we joined
several anchor organisations, including
Newcastle City Council and Newcastle
Hospitals Trust, in declaring a climate
emergency and have set a target of netzero carbon dioxide emissions by 2030.
We are taking action in numerous areas,
including the ways we heat and power our

buildings; our education and research; our
supply chains and our investments.
Our work on investments was furthered
at COP-26 by becoming one of the
founding signatories to the declaration on
asset owner climate expectations of asset
management, an initiative led by Students
Organising for Sustainability (SOS-UK) and
Friends Provident Foundation.
The declaration seeks to send a strong
signal to the investment industry around
the importance of its role in responding
at the pace and scale that is necessary to
meet the climate and ecological crisis.
If I had to put my COP-26 experience
into three words, they would be:
overwhelming, challenging and inspiring.
The voices that will be the most lasting
for me are from those experiencing the
devastating impacts of climate change
first-hand.
Many will be disappointed with the
agreements that were reached at COP-26.
Despite this, though, there is enormous
hope that the coming together of people,
with a resounding collective purpose to
tackle this issue, represents commitment
beyond what has gone before.
There is also hope that reaching this
level of awareness will inspire further
working together across society – because
we must do so.
As Emi so eloquently articulated: “We
are at the precipice of possible change, a
turning point that can and will define us.”
We owe it to people and our planet to
change our path.

Guest contributor

Laura Hepburn_

Adding new voices to the discussion
Environment
It’s rather appropriate Greta Thunberg
carries Tintin as a middle name.
After all, just like Hergé’s fictional
cartoon character, the Swedish climate
campaigner is known the world over as
a force for good.
But, unlike the Belgian boy reporter,
the teenager’s quest for positive
change exists beyond her namesake’s
neatly wrapped – and ultimately
successful – short storyboards.
Instead, hers is a much longer
journey that began in 2018 outside
Sweden’s parliament and holds a
critical mirror to global leaders and
their efforts around environmental
change.
And she isn’t alone.
Tintin had faithful dog Snowy and a
small band of allies; Greta, however,
has an ever-growing global army.
And nowhere was the 18-year-old’s
influence more reflected than at the
recent Glasgow COP-26 conference.

Thousands of protestors, including
many young teens who skipped
school – and a good number more
from the Scottish branch of Fridays
for Future, the international youth
movement started by Greta – joined
contemporaries in hoisting flags,
banners and homemade cardboard
signs. The teenager used the gathering
to decry the summit as a “two-week
long celebration of business as usual
and blah, blah, blah” that shows “our
emperors are naked”.
And therein lay a significant point.
If, as a global collective, we are to
add new layers of protection around
our increasingly exposed planet, then
one of the fundamental outcomes of
COP-26 must be to include new voices
in the discussion. Now, more than ever,
we must embrace youngsters in the
debate and use their insight to form
fresh perspectives on climate change
before it becomes too late.

Words by Laura Hepburn
Director at Greenology

Actions speak louder than words
With the world’s focus on environmental change at the recent COP-26 conference, Laura
Hepburn, director of Middlesbrough-based waste-to-energy firm Greenology, says the
practice of hollow political promises must end.

4It was inspiring – but also sad – to see
the amazing, thought-provoking youngsters
representing their countries at COP-26.
They didn’t make cheap gestures or
give undeliverable targets; their messages
were clear, and they are creating plans,
strategies and papers to build further
momentum. But we shouldn’t have to hear

our children pleading for us to act.
Here at Greenology, we offer customers
a full circle solution to end landfill and
incineration by taking end-of-life tyres and
wind turbine blades and turning them into
valuable products, such as bio fuel.
And our ethos is being repeated
elsewhere, with the Tees Valley now

highlighted as the ‘new green capital of the
UK’. With this comes hope, prosperity and
a stronger economy – but there remains a
great amount of work to do.
There is a high element of risk with any
new technology, and if we don’t funnel
green funds down to SMEs, we will stymie
the green revolution, stopping the actions
of the next generation before they’ve even
started.
With that in mind, then, can we signpost
more support and financial investment into
the areas of technology that will deliver a
true transition to net-zero?
Let’s encourage the next generation to
be brave enough to dream and believe in
themselves to deliver.
We can’t keep giving quick-fix schemes
that lead to a suit ticking a political box;
we need to futureproof jobs, so people are
secure for life in a turbulent world.
We have just gone through one of the
scariest times the world has ever seen.
People are struggling with fear, they feel
jaded and are tired of seeing promises not
being delivered. The only way to change
this is through education, innovation and
results; it’s time to get everyone to the table
because this conversation affects us all.
We should understand that sustainability
stands for people, their jobs, their
wages and their lives, and that it isn’t
a wraparound word for creating an
environmental policy that sits in a dusty file.
How do we get there? Well, through
collaboration, access to finance and
tangible targets. We will not save this world
with one sparkly hydrogen hybrid unicorn
– it is going to take a joined-up, multipronged, inclusive plan.
Thinking about it, it’s fairly crazy to pin
some of our problems on our poor cows.
Yes, methane levels are important,
but so is responsibility, and that is why
we must open our minds to possibilities
around making a difference. We don’t have
the infrastructure to meet unachievable
targets, but smart thinking can create that
transition and help manufacturers produce
less emissions and better ways of working.
This is a fantastic opportunity for realism,
to hear others’ ideas and move forward the
right way on this treasured ground.
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Time for change

Business

Discrimination? It’s just not cricket

Culture
The last few weeks have proven
wretched for English cricket, with
allegations of racism exposing a
distinctly unpleasant side to the
sport. Thrown into the spotlight
by claims of “institutional” racism
by ex-Yorkshire spinner Azeem
Rafiq – which he reiterated during
a Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport select committee hearing
in November – and subsequent
allegations made by former Essex
players, the game finds itself at a
major crossroads moment.
It’s a situation Tom Harrison,
the boss of the sport’s domestic
governing body, has admitted is
close to an “emergency”.
But the nearing crisis isn’t just
confined to cricket.
The whole episode is a
timely reminder for society that
discrimination of any kind is not,
and never will be, tolerated.
And to ensure such openness,
it is imperative robust structures
are in place that celebrate and
embrace diversity while, at the
same time, root out prejudice.
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The racism allegations that swirled around Yorkshire County Cricket Club for
more than a year came to a head last month, when former player Azeem Rafiq’s
claims were finally acknowledged by the organisation. Or at least they partially
were. For despite an internal investigation upholding seven allegations made by
the one-time captain, the club chose to take no disciplinary action.What followed
was a media hail storm that forced resignations, put the conduct of former and
current players in the spotlight, and left the club with many questions to answer.
The episode provided a salutary lesson for all businesses, regardless of the sector,
to ensure robust frameworks are in place that promote inclusivity and diversity by
decisively rooting out discrimination.

Words by Steven Hugill

4Oh, the irony.
When a statement detailing Yorkshire
County Cricket Club chairman Roger
Hutton’s resignation dropped into
journalists’ inboxes on November 5, that
it coincided with a day synonymous with
Guy Fawkes was so entirely appropriate
for an organisation long in need of a
rocket.
When ex-player Azeem Rafiq lifted
the lid on claims of “institutional racism”
at the club last year – which he said had
pushed him close to suicide – the situation
demanded an immediate and robust

response, never mind a social and moral
obligation, to root out discrimination.
Instead, what played out was a litany
of startling administrative delays and
PR errors that would make for the first
chapter in a manual for any business
keen to learn how not to handle crisis
management.
When Pakistan-born Rafiq – a former
first team captain, no less – first aired
his allegations more than 12 months ago,
the club launched an independent formal
investigation, with Hutton promising a
“wider review” of “policies and culture”.

Business

So far, so good, right? Well, not quite.
For what happened next poured fuel on
a smouldering fire, creating metaphorical
dark plumes above the club’s Headingley
home that promise to linger for quite some
time yet, the ECB.
Already caught in the headlights for
failing to settle an employment tribunal
with Rafiq in the intervening period, the
club chose to hold on to the investigation’s
findings, despite prompting by the game’s
domestic governing body.
Eventually, with pressure mounting,
it released a snapshot, which admitted
Rafiq was “the victim of inappropriate
behaviour” – a phrase that led him to
accuse the club of downplaying racism.
Still, though, the full report failed to
materialise, with MPs in September urging
its “immediate” publication.
Days later, the club did so, with the
findings stating Rafiq – a man who came
through Yorkshire’s academy to captain
England at junior levels – had been the
“victim of racial harassment and bullying”.
They went on to confirm seven of
the ex-player’s 43 allegations had been
upheld.
But Yorkshire released only a
summary of the panel’s report and
recommendations, citing legal reasons “in
relation to privacy law and defamation”.
And there were other kickers to come
too.
The club, having tried to encourage
Rafiq - who himself has subsequently
apologised for anti-Semitic language used
on social media a decade ago - to accept a
non-disclosure agreement, missed an early
October deadline to send the full report to
their ex-player. Instead, a heavily redacted
version arrived days later.
Further into the month, and following
an internal investigation based on the
inquiry’s conclusions, Yorkshire bosses
confirmed they would take no disciplinary
action against staff, players or executives.
In addition, the club reportedly
concluded that use of racist language
towards Rafiq, specifically in relation to his
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Pakistani heritage, was, in fact, “banter”.
Ah, yes. Banter. That catch-all word
that for some is still implicit shorthand for
irreproachability.
The backlash was as instant as it was
understandable.
Newspaper and online articles called
for changes at board level, social media lit
up with fury and former players (of other
counties and countries) – empowered by
hearing Rafiq’s story – shared their own
experiences.
Fresh stories emerged too from other
ex-Yorkshire players, who had gone
through their own suffering while at the
club, and the Government got involved,
saying it “stands ready to step in and take
action if they (Yorkshire) do not put their
house in order”.
Against such a backdrop, Hutton’s
departure – and that of other board
members – was utterly inevitable.
But even that led to further questions,
given their leave coincided with
commercial backers ending their relations
with the club.
Flagship sponsor Nike severed its ties
just one year into a long-term kit deal,
while other partners, including beer maker
Tetley’s and Yorkshire Tea – which both
previously adorned Yorkshire’s jerseys –
walked away after finding the situation
unpalatable.
The game’s governing body also moved
quickly to ban the club from hosting
England international matches, which,
if fully confirmed, will leave it with a
chasmic financial hole to fill.
As he left, Hutton painted a picture of
a man going into bat to reverse previous
mistakes and address cultural flaws at the
club – which, until the early 1990s, picked
only players that had been born in the
Broad Acres – only to be left stumped by
attitudes that were “locked in the past”.
He also stated, somewhat paradoxically,
that there is nobody at the club he would
“personally consider racist”.
Ultimately, the club finds itself at a fork
in the road, and work is now underway to

repair its standing.
Lord Kamlesh Patel of Bradford,
Hutton’s replacement in the role of
chairman, has already moved to settle
the employment tribunal case with Rafiq,
issued a full apology to the 30-year-old,
and promised to deliver “urgent and
seismic change”.
Furthermore, an independent
whistleblowing hotline has been set up,
while Lord Patel has committed to a
review of the club’s diversity and
inclusion procedures.
But questions still linger.
Why was a framework not in place for
players, such as Rafiq, to feel comfortable
enough to express concerns at the time?
Why did the club insist on dragging its
feet with a report that remained heavily
redacted for weeks after a deadline has
passed?
What has the whole episode done for
the club’s reputation, on and off the field?
Yorkshire County Cricket Club is the
case study here, but this isn’t simply a
Yorkshire issue, nor just a cricketing issue
– though the wider game does need to
look at itself.
It is a salutary lesson for any business,
across any sector, that old-fashioned
attitudes simply do not cut it anymore.
The vast majority of organisations
already engage in robust strategies that
eradicate racism and prejudice in the
workplace.
Employee support and wellbeing is
not a tick-box exercise, nor something
that can ever be brushed away under the
misguided title of “banter”.
It is imperative we keep on striving to
do more to ensure inclusivity and diversity
wins out, by rooting out discrimination and
the opportunities for it to propagate.
That we’re still talking about this topic
today is a sad indictment.
As we look towards a new year, and the
prospects the future might bring, the time
has come for permanent change, and for
a landscape where certain attitudes are
firmly left in the past.
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‘A huge, missed opportunity’
Transport
It wasn’t quite Beeching, but when
Grant Shapps unveiled his plans to
reshape the North’s rail network last
month, it left many with no less a
feeling of being cut off.
Cut off from promised new
infrastructure, cut off from increased
capacity and reliability, cut off from
the ‘levelling-up’ agenda.
The Government, in its defence,
says its blueprint - which includes
removing the eastern leg of HS2
and the scaling back of a new line
between Manchester and Leeds, as
part of the Northern Powerhouse Rail
project - will raise capacity and lower
journey times.
A good number, however, remain
unconvinced.
They include John McCabe, the
North East England Chamber of
Commerce’s recently-installed chief
executive, who called the move a
“huge, missed opportunity for our
region”.
He said: “The benefits of this
piecemeal investment will be hugely
diluted by cancelling HS2 and
detailed Northern Powerhouse

Rail plans.
“Speed is not the problem with
our region’s rail network; we need
more capacity and reliability of
services more urgently.
“The Government had previously
committed to Northern Powerhouse
Rail and set up bodies like Transport
for the North to advise on rail
connectivity.
“Failing to listen to them, and
Northern leaders, on the need to
invest, demonstrates there is a lag
between rhetoric and action on
‘levelling-up’.”

Left waiting on the platform
The Government was quick to trumpet its £96 billion Integrated Rail Plan last
month, hailing its promised improvements as being central to ushering in a new
era of train travel. But the critics were just as swift with their response, arguing
the blueprint – which includes scrapping a part of the flagship HS2 scheme –
instead represents a significant watering down of Downing Street pledges around
the ‘levelling-up’ agenda that leaves the North – and therein the North East –
stuck on the platform as opportunities for growth pass by. Here, Steven Hugill
looks at the situation in more detail.
Words by Steven Hugill
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4Grant Shapps is good at passing things
off as something else.
Remember HowToCorp, the web
marketing firm he founded before
becoming an MP, which offered advice
not from the pen of the now Transport
Secretary, but one Michael Green?
Well, he was at it again last month.
Rising in the House of Commons to
announce the Government’s
£96 billion Integrated Rail Plan, those
in attendance on the famous green
benches were treated to another form of
masquerading.
Only this time, the façade slipped a lot
more quickly.
Downing Street’s blueprint, he told
ministers will “deliver increased capacity
(and) faster journeys, overhaul and
modernise rail connections, and help
honour this Government’s most important
pledge – to level up our country”.
Furthermore, he said it would give
“confidence to passengers, businesses
and investors that historic weaknesses in
the regions’ rail network are finally being
fixed”.
Unfortunately, for Mr Shapps, they saw
through it, and so did the commuters
and commercial operators who, despite
years of appeals for better connectivity,
particularly as the world transitions to
a greener future, feel like things have
completely hit the buffers.
Yes, the plan promises upgrades to
the East Coast Main Line and the full
electrification of the Transpennine and
Midland Main Line routes.
But the bigger story is what it isn’t going
to do.
The scaling back of a new line between
Manchester and Leeds – as part of the
Northern Powerhouse Rail project – was a
bitter pill for many to swallow.
It also stood starkly against a previous
appeal by Chancellor Rishi Sunak –
then rising from the backbenches – for
the Government “to back Northern
Powerhouse Rail”.
But the axing of the East Midlands to
Leeds arm of HS2, for so long held up as

Transport

a crucial element in better connecting the
North with the rest of the country, was
unpalatable.
As a region, we in the North East were
never that close to HS2.
Yes, we would have linked to the now
discarded Leeds leg of the high-speed
route, but even then, services were
planned to run on the existing network
from York through to Newcastle.
But that’s not the point.
We’ve always felt on the periphery with
rail, despite Government assurances,
and by scrapping the eastern leg, it
feels like we’re even further away from
improvements and with that, the muchvaunted ‘levelling-up’ agenda.
Labour described the Government’s
plans as a ‘Great Train Robbery’. The Unite
union branded them an act of ‘industrial
vandalism’.
The SNP’s Gavin Newlands, perhaps
with one eye on his Commons’ lunch,
said Westminster’s original plan had been
“salami sliced…benefiting few and costing
us all.”
And there’s the thing.
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To extend the Paisley and Renfrewshire
North MP’s analogy, whichever way you
cut the Government’s announcement, the
North East isn’t going to benefit to any
massive degree.
And for the region known globally as
the cradle of the railway, that is a slap in
the face.
The Government says its new plan will
cut journey times faster than HS2 could
have.
And looking at the projections in its
Integrated Rail Plan, that would seem to
be the case – but not for our region.
According to the data presented, a
typical journey between Newcastle and
London takes 169 minutes.
Under its new plans, the Government
says it will take 148, yet its previous
blueprint has the figure standing at 137
minutes.
The equivalent journey from Darlington
is currently 142 minutes, say Westminster
number crunchers, with the Integrated
Rail Plan reducing it to 125. Yet it stood at
113 under previous proposals.
By those numbers, we’re adding time

back on when we’re supposed to be
cutting it.
It’s a theme replicated elsewhere.
A ride from Newcastle to Birmingham
would presently span, says the
Government, 206 minutes. With its new
vision, that number comes down to 167.
With its previous proposals, the figure
stood at 117.
And while going from Manchester to
Newcastle, currently estimated at 139
minutes, would fall to 117 minutes, that
number stood at 103 under the old plans.
But it’s not all about speed. It’s about
capacity and reliability of services too.
Ultimately, the Government had
a chance to decisively improve rail
connections. And it didn’t.
As Baroness Chapman of Darlington
tweeted in the minutes after the plan
was officially unveiled, “‘levelling-up’ just
levelled off.”
We got a piecemeal gesture when we
needed robust strategy.
And all it has done is leave our region to
continue feeling that it’s left on the sidings
when it comes to the national agenda.
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THE NORTH EAST
DEALMAKERS ON
A MISSION TO
CHALLENGE THE
STATUS QUO
In the three years since Abu Ali and Phil
Williams launched WilliamsAli, it’s fair to say
they’ve shaken up the North East corporate

finance scene. With their fresh approach to
the deals sector, WilliamsAli is now well known

for providing its own unique brand of financial
advice to business owners and entrepreneurs

throughout the region, from their prestigious
offices at The Pearl, in Newcastle. From a

standing start, and despite the challenges of
the pandemic, the corporate finance boutique

has grown rapidly, reinforcing the firm’s status

as one of the only independent, specialist
M&A boutiques operating in the North East.
Fast forward to today and the team has more
than doubled in size, with ambitious plans to

expand in 2022, having successfully delivered
a host of high-profile deals, with more in the

pipeline. Here, they share their story behind
the creation of WilliamsAli, the highs and lows

of being an entrepreneur, their ambitious

expansion plans and their outlook for the North
East deals market in 2022.
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WILLIAMSALI X NORTH EAST TIMES CAMPAIGN

TRUE INDEPENDENCE

MARKET RIPE FOR DISRUPTION

With combined experience of 25-plus
years in dealmaking, Abu Ali explains
why the time was right to set up an
independent boutique model not yet
seen in the North East.
He says: “In other regional hubs like
Edinburgh, Leeds and Manchester,
there’s a plethora of established
independent corporate finance
boutiques.
“Yet in the North East, they just didn’t
exist apart from isolated exceptions.
“North East business owners were
telling us they wanted credible,
independent alternatives to the ‘Big
Four’ and other regional accountancy
firms.
“They were crying out for more choice,
and it was our goal to offer them that
choice.
“There was a huge gap that needed
filling and that’s the main reason
we decided to be bold and set up
WilliamsAli.”

Solely offering corporate finance
as a service is proving to be a real
differentiator for the business, which
they pride as giving them true
independence – something many of
their ‘multi-service’ competitors are
unable to achieve.
As Phil Williams explains: “We offer
corporate finance advice and that’s it.
“Ultimately, we do one thing very well
and the fact that our single biggest
source of referrals is from other
accountancy firms, proves the trust and
value our peers place in our services.
“We are proud to have some great
friends within many of the North East’s
finance, legal and accountancy firms.
“The business community has been
incredibly supportive, and we’ve
responded in kind by showing we
can deliver a high quality and serious
service with a great outcome.”

THE WILLIAMSALI BRAND

Launching a new brand at the start of
the pandemic has proven to be both
an exciting but equally terrifying leap of
faith for Abu and Phil.
But with fortune favouring the brave
and time spent developing their
strategy, investing in marketing, and
getting out to meet businesses, it has
certainly paid dividends for WilliamsAli.
Phil says: “We had the understanding,
energy and confidence in the region
to know there was a demand for our
services, and opening an office in
the heart of Newcastle was a real
statement of intent.
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“We know the area well and we understand the
challenges and opportunities facing the region’s
businesses.
“That puts us in a strong position to help and
we believe now is the right time to be investing in
the North East.
“You only need to look around to see the buzz in
the region.”

CORPORATE FINANCE EXPERTISE

Born and raised in Jesmond, Abu comes from a
family of entrepreneurs.
After graduating from the University of
Newcastle, he joined a Teesside firm of Chartered
accountants to study for his ACA, his plans being
to secure his accountancy qualification and then
join the family business.
However, a serendipitous meeting with then
colleague and now business partner Phil, saw a
change in direction.
It’s here Abu approached Phil to help in the
corporate finance team, setting off a real spark
for dealmaking.
Abu then had a decade of successful leadadvisory experience before co-founding
WilliamsAli, building significant experience
advising on company sales, management
buyouts and fundraising, including several highprofile deals.
Testament to that success, Abu was named
as the North East’s emerging dealmaker of
the year in 2018, in recognition of his work and
commitment to client service.
Phil also hails from the North East, having
grown up in Darlington before moving north and
starting a family in Sunderland. During his career,
Phil has worked in both practice and industry
in a number of senior roles, including several
years as in-house head of corporate finance at
Hargreaves Services, and as finance director of a
fast-growing energy business.
Having been involved in a number of major
deals on a regional and national basis, he is
highly respected for his work, having also won
North East young dealmaker of the year at the NE
Insider Dealmaker Awards in 2011.

STANDING SHOULDER-TO-SHOULDER
WITH CLIENTS

Hard work certainly pays off and WilliamsAli are
proud to have built up a highly impressive client
list over recent years, working closely with the
owner-managers, founders, and families behind
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some of the North East’s most well-known firms.
Abu says: “The transactions we advise on
are often the most important and significant
moments of someone’s business lifetime, and
they can’t afford to get it wrong.
“It’s the biggest deal of their lives and it’s only
right that they have a true specialist standing by
their side.
“It’s a privilege and a responsibility to be given
the opportunity to advise on these deals and
we treat each and every one with the gravitas it
deserves.
“We’re big enough to handle anything, small
enough to care and to us, every transaction,
regardless of size, gets the full WilliamsAli
treatment.
“We’re in it for the long-term. Unlike many of our
competitors, we’ve got the freedom to choose to
invest time in long-term relationships.
“And it’s certainly an exciting time to be doing
business, with the Government’s investment
into Treasury North at Darlington, the Teesside
freeport and the Saudi investment into
Newcastle United putting the North East firmly on
the radar and creating a wave of optimism for
the new year.”
WilliamsAli works with a variety of companies
across many sectors, reflecting the diversity of
the North East.
On their journey to date, they’ve advised large,
listed businesses, relatively early-stage startups
and everything in between.
“The main thing that unites our clients is their
passion,” adds Phil.
“We want to work with ambitious business
owners.
“We apply a quality filter to everything we take
on and work with business owners with the same
ethos and values as us.”

ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT

Now the founders are business owners
themselves, they’re experiencing some of the
same challenges as their clients.
Abu says: “We get their pains and frustrations.
“Whether its growing pains, scaling up,
recruiting talent, or simply dealing with the
administration and bureaucracy of running
your own business, it’s definitely made us more
empathetic.
“We also feel success and failures more keenly
but it’s a great sense of freedom and a liberation
to back ourselves.”

CREATING A GREAT PLACE TO WORK

Going forward, the team have ambitious plans for
WilliamsAli and are looking for talented people with a
passion for making things happen, their goal being to
build both a diverse and dynamic team that encourages
everyone to fulfil their potential.
Phil says: “One thing that unites our current team is that
they have got amazing talent and energy, big ambitious
personalities and a drive to succeed.
“We don’t necessarily recruit from traditional
backgrounds; we recruit people who are brilliant or have
the potential to be brilliant.
“What people are telling us they want is a great place to
work with variety, challenge and support, which is exactly
the culture we have created here at WilliamsAli.
“They’re attracted to a workplace with no limitations, no
glass ceilings, a place where we can all constantly learn
from each other and have the opportunity to work with
some of the most exciting and dynamic companies in the
North East.”

OUTLOOK FOR 2022

Given the events of the last 18 months and a lingering
sense of ‘business owner fatigue’, some may have thought
it difficult to be optimistic. Yet, ironically, after a period of
uncertainty, WilliamsAli are seeing a real appetite from
business owners ready to extract value in a buoyant
deals market, management teams looking to step up, and
companies wanting to raise funds to grow.
Abu says: “Our outlook is very optimistic; our initial
predictions have been proven correct about the appetite
in the region for a new independent corporate finance firm
and other professional advisors have responded well.
“We’ve got every reason to be confident and now occupy
a key and permanent place in the North East corporate
finance market.”
And, as the market builds momentum and with a strong
pipeline for 2022 secured, the future for WilliamsAli certainly
looks bright. It is a brand that’s big enough to deliver and
small enough to listen, paving a new path and creating an
indelible mark on deal advisory.
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Paying the price for a greener world
In the wake of COP-26 in Glasgow, Paul Jennings, chief executive of Newcastle-based
marine insurer North P&I Club, looks at how we will all have to help foot the bill for
making shipping greener.
www.nepia.com
@NorthPandIClub
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WITH CHRISTMAS APPROACHING, AND THE
recent COP-26 summit in Glasgow receding, many
people may be forgiven for forgetting about the
environment and concentrating on the festive season.
Of course, this is not without its worries; there was
a lot of coverage earlier this year looking at the effects
of supply problems and container ship log-jams on the
quantity and variety of presents available to buy.
However, these issues are likely to work themselves
out as time goes on, ships return to their normal
locations in the world, and containers become more
plentiful.
There does remain the risk of further outbreaks
of COVID-19 causing similar problems, but beyond
that, it is the green agenda and the need for making
shipping more sustainable which is set to have a more
long-lasting effect.
It is a basic fact that shipping has been an underpriced commodity for some time.
The rise of the giant container ships has reduced
unit costs over time, but this cannot last forever,
not least because of the huge impending cost of
decarbonising the shipping sector.
Shipping contributes around two per cent of
greenhouse gas emissions worldwide, although
sending goods via ship rather than by air means many
thousands of tonnes in CO2 emissions are saved every
year.
The International Maritime Organization (a UN body
governing international shipping) has a target of netzero carbon for the sector by 2050, but to achieve that
will require a lot of tough decisions and an awful lot
of money.
For example, the influential International Chamber
of Shipping is calling for a carbon levy to raise a
$7 billion research and development fund to plot a
way forward to reduce emissions.

You can multiply that several times over to get a
figure to put that research into practice.
There are also a number of other voluntary
initiatives to tackle emissions and improve
sustainability in the shipping sector.
For example, there is the Sea Cargo Charter, which
establishes a framework for assessing and disclosing
the climate alignment of ship chartering activities
around the globe and sets a benchmark for what it
means to be a responsible charterer in the maritime
sector and how to achieve this.
We also have the Poseidon Principles, a global
framework for assessing and disclosing the climate
alignment of banks and other financial institutions’
shipping portfolios, which institutions representing
50 per cent of the total loans to the global shipping
sector have already signed up to.
All of this adds up to an inevitable and substantial
rise in costs, which will eventually have to be passed
down to the consumer.
However, it is very much necessary because a
sustainable shipping industry is essential to the
continued function of the planet – 95 per cent of the
world’s goods are transported by ship and we don’t
want those ships to be high polluting, low safety
vessels.
We need a sector with safe ships, with properly
trained and well looked-after crews, that are carrying
goods in the most environmentally friendly manner as
possible.
Our purpose today remains as it was on our
inception in 1860; to enable the shipowners and
operators we insure to trade with confidence.
North insures one out of every eight ships around
the world, so we have a significant role to play, and it
is one which we intend to play to the full, not just for
the sector but for the planet as a whole.
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Middlesbrough College Group gives Teesside
investors a skills advantage
Middlesbrough College Group is playing a key role in helping businesses tap into strong
talent streams to support their future growth in the North East.
www.mbro.ac.uk
@mbrocollege

WHEN AMBITIOUS, HIGH PRODUCTIVITY
businesses are growing, they come to the North East.
Not least because we’ve got people with the skills
they need.
And that’s not by accident.
Our sector strengths in chemical and process,
clean energy, digital, low carbon and hydrogen, and
engineering and advanced manufacturing mean we’re
training people at the cutting-edge of technology and
knowledge.
Middlesbrough College Group is at the epicentre of
that training drive.
We’re working with some of the most ambitious

businesses to invest in the region, including
international mining leader Anglo American and its
pioneering Woodsmith Project, global processing
company Seqens and marine services provider Svitzer.
In fact, Ofsted highlighted our role in delivering
the skills that underpin Teesside’s major regeneration
schemes – particularly the Woodsmith Project.
This multi-billion-pound development is setting
a new global benchmark for sustainable, lowenvironmental impact mining, and at the same time
promises to support global food production by
bringing the game-changing fertiliser polyhalite to the
world market.
Experts at Middlesbrough College Group’s
technical training specialist TTE are giving Anglo
American’s latest cohort of apprentices the skills
and competencies they need to lead this sustainable
mining approach.
This means giving them the ability to operate
advanced technology and the sophisticated
engineering know-how to make Anglo American’s
vision for 21st century mining a reality.
Gareth Edmunds, corporate relations director at
Anglo American’s Crop Nutrients business, says:
“Through the Woodsmith Project, Anglo American is
investing in North Yorkshire and Teesside and creating
hundreds of new jobs.
“Those people are going to be at the forefront of
Anglo American’s FutureSmart mining programme –
deploying the latest cutting-edge technology to make
mining as safe, efficient and sustainable as possible.
“Therefore, we need people with world-class
technical engineering skills.
“We’ll recruit more apprentices during the next
four years, who will develop sophisticated electrical,
mechanical and instrumentation skills needed to
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operate the mine.
“In fact, we’re already well underway with our
first two cohorts of apprentices, who split their time
between TTE’s specialist workshop learning facilities
and work-based training on site.”
Gareth adds: “TTE’s team of expert consultants
and tutors are delivering for us in spades and are
constantly adapting and refining the programme to
meet the requirements of the project.”
Earlier this year, when Professor Brian Cox helped us
launch a £20 million investment in a new digital centre
and expansion of our industry-leading STEM Centre,
he said it would put our region at the “forefront of the
new industrial revolution”.
That’s because our approach is not only to keep
pace with the skills businesses need to innovate
and grow, but to stay ahead of the curve and create
programmes that meet future requirements.
Our expert team of tutors and advisors – many of
whom come from industry – are tuned in to the trends
shaping the opportunities and challenges our business
partners face.
What’s more, between them, our team has proper
knowledge and understanding of every occupational
sector.
That’s not something that can be said for all training

Middlesbrough
College Group
-

For more
information about
Middlesbrough
College Group’s
skills and training
provision, and
how it could help
your business,
visit www.mbro.
ac.uk/employers
or call 03453
404040

providers, but our scale and reach give us that ability.
Through our apprenticeship training arm Northern
Skills Group, we work with more than 2000 businesses
that are benefiting from a mix of professional and
technical programmes, spanning everything from
accounting to welding.
And globally-renowned TTE delivers finely tuned
technical training to organisations across the world,
recently working with British Steel, offshore oil and
gas company MODEC and energy giant Sembcorp.
John Cooke, training operations manager at TTE,
says: “Our training programmes are constantly being
created, adapted and refined through our close
relationships with businesses.
“Our team is made up of people with real industry
experience, many having worked their way up from
apprenticeships to senior positions in fields such as
petrochemicals, oil and gas and manufacturing.
“It means they’re ideally positioned – with strong
professional networks and on-the-ground knowledge
– to tailor training to meet specific commercial
objectives.
“We’ve done this many times for businesses
investing in the North – meeting them early in their
planning in order to build skills programmes.”
And, as inward investors become established in the
area, Middlesbrough College Group continues to be
the go-to skills partner.
For example, Seqens (formerly Chemoxy
International) has operated on Teesside for more than
150 years.
The processing company currently has six
apprentices trained and supported by TTE’s expert
team, and more than 30 per cent of Seqens’ workforce
– including many senior managers – are former
apprentices.
Rachel Higgins, Seqens’ HR and learning and
development officer, adds: “We’ve invested in
apprenticeships for a long time because it makes good
business sense to manage the long-term sustainability
of our workforce and, where possible, to train people
from the local area.
“TTE’s team are industry experienced, and the
college group’s facilities are very similar to our own.
“These two factors are really important when it
comes to producing skilled apprentices who are
ready to hit the ground running and have a broader
knowledge of the market we operate in.”
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Neil Williams

Permanency sits at the heart of Neil Williams’ career, from
his father’s prophecy that banking would provide him a job
for life, to the fiscal stability he’s helped countless clients
enjoy over the decades. Now, as chief lending officer at
Middlesbrough’s self-titled ‘champion of the North’
GB Bank, which recently received its operating licence,
he’s providing long-term focus for property developers so
long at the mercy of a capricious financial landscape. He’s
come a long way since the mid-1980s, when he enrolled on
a youth training scheme at Lloyds’ Billingham branch but, as
he tells Steven Hugill, some things remain the same.

Written by Steven Hugill
Photography by Christopher Owens
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4Neil Williams’ career very nearly took
him to Brazil.
Instead, he’s managed to embark on a
round trip without going anywhere near
circumnavigating the globe.
For having started on Teesside in
the mid-1980s, he’s back again – and a
matter of yards from where things began.
As chief lending officer at newlylicenced GB Bank, Neil is primed to play
a key role in galvanising the property
development sector.
With a blueprint to lend customers
£3 billion across the next five years,
to fund the building of almost 20,000
homes and swathes of office space it
says will support the creation of more
than 100,000 jobs, the bank aims to add
some permanency to an industry that has
long suffered financial ambiguity.

And that the market challenger’s
headquarters stand on Middlesbrough’s
Centre Square, a short walk from the
town’s Albert Road where Neil cut his
financial teeth at a branch of Lloyds, is
somewhat fitting for that vision.
For although he left Middlesbrough
to help establish corporate banks at
Alliance & Leicester and then Santander
(the latter offering the Brazilian trip that
Neil eschewed due to heavy security
requirements), the “proud Teessider”
never really departed.
Just like the perpetual waters of
the River Tees that gave life to – and
continue to nourish – Middlesbrough’s
status as a trade hub – he is ready to
support new flows of investment.
And the son of Normanby – the
suburb known for a grand Regency hall

www.gbbank.co.uk							
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formerly home to ex-Middlesbrough FC
chairman and one-time building magnate
Charlie Amer – is excited at the prospect
of helping the area’s commercial
entrepreneurs reach their goals.
Brought to market with a pledge to
“get Britain building again”, GB Bank – led
by former senior Santander and Barclays
boss Sue Hayes, and Starling and Monzo
co-founder Paul Rippon – aims to help
what it calls the army of “forgotten”
property developers.
Seeking to build a £1 billion-plus
balance sheet, officials say the lender,
which describes itself as a ‘champion
of the North’, will initially focus on
schemes in the North East, North West
and Yorkshire, with loans of between £1
million and £5 million for developers,
SMEs and construction companies.
But, reveals Neil, who entered the
banking sector after opting against
openings at ICI and British Telecom,
finance is only part of the equation.
Married to its fiscal support, he says,
is a “boots on the ground” approach that
will ensure regional decisions are made
by people who understand an area’s
unique topography.
He says: “We are founded on the
concept of establishing a specialist
property development bank, where
regional deposits will help fund regional
developments and, in turn, drive
economic prosperity.
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“Our principal purpose is property
development, but we will provide
additional solutions such as propertybacked lending to support entrepreneurs’
investment portfolios or owner-occupied
businesses that want to expand a factory
or build a new head office.
“We will also deliver cutting-edge
technology to create a brilliant customer
experience, which will use data to help
people make more informed decisions
and speed up the process.
“The difficulties around obtaining
levels of funding to unlock residential
and commercial sites have been clear for
some time,” continues Neil, who joined
34

GB Bank in April this year.
He adds: “Even when a funder
was interested, typically relationship
managers weren’t based in the region,
so lending decisions were being made
elsewhere.
“And, consequently, the people making
those decisions, quite often hadn’t heard
of the town in which a development was
based.
“The people behind GB Bank
were originally property developers
and so were experiencing that lack
of understanding and knowledge
themselves.
“And as time has moved on, the

Neil Williams

Government’s ‘levelling-up’ agenda has
only confirmed and demonstrated their
foresight.
“That’s why the business was founded
– to forge local relationships and high
levels of trust with local specialists that
have local knowledge.
“I’ve been in this market a long time,
so I know that having local insight is
absolutely key, because it gives you
greater awareness of the changing
marketplace, of potential purchasers and
things like house values too.
“Our model intertwines with the
professional network in an area,
whether it be solicitors, architects or

www.gbbank.co.uk							

monitoring surveyors, and being part
of the economic fabric in this way will
really make a difference,” adds Neil,
whose time at Alliance & Leicester saw
him oversee the opening of a Newcastle
Quayside office to support SMEs and
property operators.
GB Bank officially received its
‘authorised with restrictions’ status from
the Financial Conduct Authority and
Prudential Regulation Authority in late
October, with a full launch expected next
year once it has completed a mobilisation
phase set out by the regulator.
However, despite the short wait, Neil
says it will be ready to act immediately,

www.linkedin.com/company/thegbb

which, for those in Westminster’s
corridors of power, will come as great
relief, given the grave warnings in a
recent Parliamentary report of SMEs’
progress being badly stymied by funding
shortages.
Neil says: “Access to finance is still
called out as a major challenge for
property developers, which is very
significant given there exists a definite
need for housing and infrastructure
development.
“The Government has a stated
ambition of building up to 300,000
homes every year by the mid-2020s, but
it is presently quite short of that.
“The most recent Federation of Master
Builders’ annual house builders’ survey
revealed 45 per cent of respondents said
sites had stalled due to a lack of funding
being available.
“In addition, 29 per cent highlighted
finance as a barrier to building generally
– and that figure is forecast to increase.
“Furthermore, another All Party
Parliamentary Group report highlights
the lack of regional strategy as being a
major problem, and we want to break
through that by providing joined-up
thinking.
“We aim to be at the heart of regional
activity, doing our utmost to bring
public and private entities together,
by working with combined authorities,
local enterprise partnerships and local
authorities to help them deliver plans and
be part of regional strategy solutions.”
However, Neil says the support of GB
Bank – which has received significant
investor backing that includes nearly £50
million from the Teesside Pension Fund
– carries another commitment; helping
operators meet new sustainability goals
amid the Government’s wider ‘Green
Industrial Revolution’.
He says: “Ultimately, we want to be at
the centre of change.
“We want to support the green
agenda and the creation of alternative
solutions by being involved in the debate
on modern construction methods, for
example, and looking at how we can
help drive forward a wider strategy for
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development across the North.”
And Neil says the bank is also
primed and ready to feed off increasing
positivity in the North East, with various
ventures – including a number close
to its Middlesbrough headquarters –
showcasing the area as an investment
hotspot for prospective developers.
He says: “Middlesbrough is a really
exciting place to be right now.
“It has a brilliant university and lots of
innovative technology businesses.
“We also have Teesport and the new
Teesworks development; Tees Valley
Mayor Ben Houchen is working on a lot
of projects, including the airport; we
have a direct train link to London now,
which makes the town so much more
accessible and will hopefully encourage
more investment; and we have the
Treasury, alongside other Government
departments, moving to our region too.”
Such investments promise to leave
a legacy of economic and employment
growth on Teesside, and for hometown
boy Neil, to be playing his own part
in the transformation – and adding
some fresh permanency – is incredibly
fulfilling.
He adds: “I’m a passionate Teessider,
so to be giving back to the area is really
exciting.
“Most of my family still live here – my
granddaughter Alice is one-month-old,
and my other granddaughter Hattie is
three, so the area carries a lot of personal
significance.
“Property development leaves a
tangible footprint, and the thought of
my children and grandchildren seeing in
future years the various developments
I’ve supported just adds motivation.
“It’s a hell of an achievement to deliver
a bank, a feat made more fantastic by the
fact it is based in the North East.
“There has been a lot of blood,
sweat and tears to get to this stage,
and everyone is so excited to make a
difference.
“We want to be the go-to bank for
property development – and we’re in a
really good place to achieve that.”

www.linkedin.com/company/thegbb

GEOFF HOGG
C H I E F E X E C U T I V E AT C H A LO N E R G R O U P

4GB Bank’s licence approval
means it will soon play a crucial
role in increasing “the diversity
of lending sources”, according
to a local property developer
behind a £55 million industrial
hub.
Geoff Hogg, chief executive
at Chaloner Group, which
previously delivered Tees
Advanced Manufacturing Park in
the shadows of Middlesbrough’s
Newport Bridge, told North East
Times: “I am always looking at
the range of funding options
that can ensure the successful
delivery of our regeneration
projects.
“The arrival of GB Bank
increases the diversity of
lending sources, which is always
welcome, and its focus on
supporting property schemes
will be of particular interest.

“The North East is currently a
vibrant region for development,
with interest generated by
such things as the Teesside
freeport, the Treasury coming to
Darlington and the offshore wind
industry developments around
the Port of Tyne and Blyth.
“This has led to a demand for
high-quality light industrial and
office accommodation, where
there is currently a shortage,
and forward-thinking lenders
can contribute to addressing the
shortfall in available properties.
“Having a proactive,
sector-focused lender is really
important for developers,
particularly where they can
contribute as a partner as much
as a lender, bringing experience
and expertise that complements
the rest of the development
team.”
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Expressing thanks for a strong year
As the final days of 2021 play out, recruitment and outsourced talent services provider
Jackson Hogg is reflecting on a strong year, in which market and team expansions helped
fuel record profit. Here, company founder Richard Hogg and chief operating officer
Anthony Broadhead pay thanks to colleagues for their hard work, express gratitude to
clients for their enduring support and reveal further growth plans for 2022.

www.jacksonhogg.com
@JacksonHoggRec

Jackson Hogg
-

If you would
like to learn
more about how
Jackson Hogg’s
bespoke recruitment consultancy,
Talent Partnership
and HR Partnership services
could help your
business, visit
www.jacksonhogg.com, email
info@jacksonhogg.com or call
0191 580 0495.

FOR MANY, DECEMBER REPRESENTS A TIME OF
celebration and reflection, a pause in the calendar to
acknowledge successes of the last year while setting
aspirations for the next.
Walk the floor of recruitment and outsourced talent
services provider Jackson Hogg’s Newcastle office,
and that feeling is palpable.
And it’s hardly surprising.
Substantial market growth – fuelled by long-term
38

client relationships, themselves sustained by workers’
dedication to delivering unrivalled support – helped
the business secure annual record profit for the year
to October, with its bespoke recruitment consultancy
and on-site Talent Partnership and HR Partnership
services delivering strong results.
Progress was aided too by an international
team expansion and ventures such as a new life
science division, headed by Newcastle University
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biotechnology graduate Kimberley Warren, which
finds the right talent for pharmaceutical, medical
device, chemical and biotechnology businesses.
The company’s HR Partnership – which provides
clients with everything from day-to-day assistance to
fully outsourced support to galvanise growth, deliver
custom training and empower positive cultures –
grew too, with HR partner Hannah Bowker joining
existing partner Jill Mallinson to drive further market
penetration. It all means the firm, having begun 2021
with 32 staff, ended November with 75.
And there stands more to come, with plans in place
to take the business’ headcount to almost 150 over the
next 12 months.
“It has been a very successful year,” says chief
operating officer Anthony Broadhead.
“Our international team has grown from one person
to eight since January, our life science team has gone
from zero to eight people, and we’ve taken on more
floor space to accommodate our team as it continues
to grow.
“Our record profit gives us great confidence, and
next year looks like another year of strong growth.
“We expect to reach October 2022 with around 150
people, which will only reinforce our reputation as a
robust organisation that delivers for clients.”
Anthony continues: “But we’re not just growing
for the sake of it; we’re doing so to deliver more for
clients.
“Their demands continue to rise, which means we
need to scale in line with them, and our innovative
model of classic recruitment consultancy, on-site
Talent Partnerships and outsourced HR services allows
for just that by helping clients hit headcount plans and
control costs.
“Our HR expansion has seen us retain and add new
clients – we’ve not lost a HR client – and demand for
our STEM-driven outsourced HR provision is really
high.”
Company founder Richard Hogg adds: “And our
clients are with us for the long-term.
“When we started in 2012, our vision was to become
a leader in outsourced talent services.
“And we’ve achieved that by keeping our roots
strong with historic clients while growing with new
partners – we’re very proud of our client retention.”
Another crucial factor in the company’s successes,
says Anthony, has been the enduring commitment
of team members, who “go the extra mile” to ensure

clients’ requirements are met to the highest standard.
That attitude is reflected in Jackson Hogg’s
quarterly external Net Promoter Score® (NPS) of
68, which, says Anthony, is “world-leading for the
recruitment sector”, and a further internal NPS figure
of 92.
He adds: “We are absolutely determined to ensure
clients get the talent they need; it is a fundamental
reason why we have enjoyed the growth we have.
“And key to it is our colleagues’ dedication; they
have worked so hard to deliver our successes while
retaining the culture of the business.
“We empower every single member of staff to be
a champion of our culture, and to be responsible for
it, and it is extremely gratifying to see how they have
embraced it.
“I’m very proud of our culture; people would walk
over coals for each other here.
“Our staff work so hard for clients and for one
another, and they’ve done – and continue to do – a
wonderful job.
“Their attitude and commitment are an intrinsic part
of what makes us special.”
And Richard says that ethos will be a bedrock for
future growth, with colleagues’ ability to find clients
the right talent complemented by their strong market
knowledge and connections.
He says: “Our offer is so bespoke; we connect
clients to other networks that go beyond recruitment
and consultancy.
“We act as a trusted partner, helping clients, for
example, build their network or find mentors.
“It is these services that help companies grow faster,
become more profitable, expand and scale, and we
will continue providing such support to help more
succeed.
“And our support is extremely valued – you only
need look at how our client base continues to refer
us to other people and other geographies, not just
nationally but internationally.
“That is a result of the services we provide, and,
as we move forward, we will continue to look for
like-minded businesses that share our philosophy and
explore mutually beneficial ways of working together.
“We help build teams for companies that are
developing new technology, new robotics and new
drugs, to help them expand and do more.
“We’re the glue in the process that helps them grow
– and helps them do it better.”
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Futuristic training key to developing
next generation skills
Today, tomorrow’s leaders are learning skills of the future at Education Partnership North
East (EPNE), a dynamic partnership between Sunderland College, Hartlepool Sixth Form
College and Northumberland College. With more than £90 million invested across the
group’s facilities in the last six years, and more to come, North East Times speaks to chief
executive Ellen Thinnesen about how the North East’s largest regional group is working to
stay one step ahead of industry to ensure students leave with the skills and experience to
drive the future economy.
www.educationpartnershipne.ac.uk
@EPNorthEast

WALK AROUND ANY OF EDUCATION PARTNERSHIP
North East’s (EPNE) six campuses, and you will see
transformational development projects underway.
Across all its sites – spanning Northumberland
in the north of the region, to Hartlepool in the
south – there have been significant programmes of
investment.
Some have been cosmetic – creating the most
aspirational learning environment possible – but for
the most part, the changes taking place across the
college’s estate have been driven by a desire to deliver
the most advanced training available, that will drive
future-focused skills to help level-up the region.
“When visitors see our resources, they often
comment on how business-like our campuses are –

how the facilities feel like a real work environment,”
says chief executive Ellen Thinnesen, who has been at
the helm of the college group since 2016.
“And that’s critical. We want students to get the
most authentic training possible – whether they’re
studying for a technical qualification or an academic
route.
“Further education should prepare them for their
next career steps.
“We can only do that if we not only prepare them
for the industry of today, but for the changes that are
coming down the line.
“And that means tight relationships with employers,
so we are absolutely on top of what’s changing – and
indeed, moving in lockstep with emerging trends that
are disrupting industry, so we adapt our training in a
really agile way.
“We are deeply focused on the labour market – we
have to understand how it is going to change in the
North East and what the requirements of businesses
will be, so we can ensure the talent pipeline we create
is absolutely aligned.”
Among the areas of focus at EPNE is delivering
digitally-enhanced learning – using technology to
take training to the next level and keep pace with the
speed at which it is permeating every single sector.
“This is something we’re really passionate about,”
says Ellen.
“There can be little doubt that IT, and the enhanced
capability it provides, is cutting through almost every
industry, from healthcare to communications, and
engineering to architecture.
“And that means that every young person who
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leaves school, college or university has to be a digital
citizen ready to utilise tech in whatever sector they
move in to; equally our adult students need to keep
pace with digital developments in the workplace too.
“This is why we embed digital into our training so
students leave us digitally equipped and can apply
these skills within their chosen industry.
“And we also use tech to enhance the quality of our
training.
“At Sunderland College, we’ll soon be opening a
new immersive space – part of a £3 million capital
programme – that will simulate a range of digital
environments to enable our T Level students to train in
a space that, for instance, might feel like a factory or
a hospital.
“We want it to feel authentic, and to bridge the gap
between education and industry.”
Perhaps the most telling signs of the group being
focused on the future are recent investments in spaces
that will support the development of emerging ecosystems within the North East.
The college is set to play a key role in driving the
skills base needed to support Nissan EV36Zero, a
£1 billion electric vehicle eco-system that will create
and secure thousands of jobs across the region.
EPNE has secured £1.3 million to deliver improved
facilities at Sunderland College’s City Campus, that
will allow the group to deliver training around green
technology, ensuring the skills pipeline is strong.
Ellen says: “We are really passionate about the role
education can play in the economic development of
this region, and we’ve recently been working with Ford
Next Generation Learning (NGL), Edge Foundation and
the North East Local Enterprise Partnership to embed
new approaches to teaching that have transformed
outcomes in Nashville, in the US, and that we know
can do the same for us in the North East.
“The approach relies on those close working
relationships with local employers and community
partners and experiential learning, and that’s what
we will be developing to support the region’s EV hub
and ensure that Envision AESC – the company that is
leading the development of a £450 million gigafactory
to drive EV36Zero – has the skills base it needs to
drive the growth of automotive in the future.”
And, just as EPNE will be at the cutting-edge of
advanced manufacturing of cars, the group is also
set to blaze a trail when it comes to skills for modern
methods of construction.
Sunderland City Council, EPNE and the Ministry
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Education Partnership North
East is a dynamic
partnership
between Sunderland College,
Hartlepool
Sixth Form and
Northumberland
College. It is one
of the largest
college groups in
the country, with
campuses across
the North East,
from Berwick-upon-Tweed to the
Tees Valley.
For more
information, visit
www.educationpartnershipne.
ac.uk, call 0300
770 1000 or email
employers@
educationpartnershipne.ac.uk

of Building Innovation and Education have secured
funding from the Government’s Levelling Up Fund
that will see the development of a Housing Innovation
and Construction Skills Academy (HICSA), a groundbreaking facility that will educate, train and upskill
local people to create innovative factory-built new
homes, the first of which will be assembled at
Riverside Sunderland.
Ellen adds: “HICSA is really innovative.
“Just like Nissan EV36Zero, this is about powering
the green revolution, that we know will create
sustainable opportunities for our young people, as well
as advancing the agenda of the region – and indeed
the country – when it comes to building homes using
modern methods of construction that are faster to
construct and deliver exemplary quality and energy
efficiency standards.
“This is about future-proofing our young people and
supporting existing employees – ensuring they have
the skills that will power the economy of tomorrow
and we’re thrilled to be able to advance this important
agenda and play a part in building a green future for
our region.
“Today, we’re thinking about tomorrow, trying to
stay one step ahead and absolutely focused on the
industries that will prosper – and the skills they will
need – in the future.
“Our role is to ensure that it is our students who are
able to step forward and be the leaders of tomorrow,
thanks to the skills they’re developing right now at
EPNE.”
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When the lads of ‘Auf Wiedersehen, Pet’
were tasked with moving Middlesbrough’s
famous Transporter Bridge to the US at
the beginning of the new millennium, it
sent the local council’s phonelines into
overdrive.
Fortunately for those concerned, it was
only make-believe; the BBC wasn’t really
shifting the landmark from the region.
It was, instead, just the latest instalment
in the adventures of Dennis, Oz, Neville
and the rest of their motley crew.
Now, however, the Beeb is embarking
on a significant North East move – only
this time, rather than taking something
away, it is bringing something along; itself.
Earlier this year, the broadcaster

Words by Colin Young

confirmed it will spend at least £25 million
over the next five years to dramatically
increase production in the region.
Pledging to make a raft of new shows
from the North East, its plans include
producing a daytime factual series and
two seasons of the popular BBC One
Ambulance documentary.
Furthermore, it will record a comedy
series in the region for BBC Radio 4, and
has chosen Newcastle as its first City of
Comedy.
Bosses have also signed a memorandum
of understanding with the region’s local
and combined authorities in which it
promises to invest in skills, talent and
infrastructure.

Rewriting the script
Hollywood loves the North East. During breaks from avoiding bouncing boulders at Bamburgh
Castle for the final Indiana Jones movie, Harrison Ford was regularly captured in cycling helmet
and shorts enjoying the Northumberland coastline or fish and chips in North Shields.
And did anyone spot Hugh Grant or his fellow A-list stars Chris Pine and Michelle Rodriguez, who
also quit Los Angeles for a few weeks in the summer to film the new Dungeons & Dragons film at
Alnwick Castle? These Disney and Paramount productions are just the latest to be filmed in the
area, and evidence that the film, TV and creative industry is very much alive and well. It turns out,
though, that they are just the beginning. Work has already started on several new productions
as part of the BBC’s recently-announced £25 million investment, through its regional partnership
with Northern Film + Media. Colin Young meets Alison Gwynn, chief executive at Northern Film
+ Media, and finds out how the Beeb’s investment has brought together local and combined
authorities and how it is set to transform the industry in the region.

4The new episodes of Vera look like the
what’s what and where’s where of the
North East.
They are ITV’s homage to the region.
Fans of the detective series adore
Brenda Blethyn and her old winter coat,
but it’s the sights in the background which
set the popular Sunday night drama apart
from others.
Producers certainly made sure they
covered as much beauty of the region as
possible when they were putting together
the latest two episodes, Witness and
Recovery, from the Ann Cleeves-inspired
collection.
In the summer, locations in and around
Holy Island, Stamfordham, Alnmouth,
Matfen, Corbridge and Newbiggin-by-theSea were cleared for filming and attracted
curious crowds at the same time.
Over the last year, residents in Chester-

le-Street, Hartlepool, Middlesbrough,
South Shields and Whitley Bay have been
treated to Brenda and her co-stars filming
scenes around their towns.
The recent checklist also includes
Collingwood Monument in Tynemouth,
the Shields Ferry, Newcastle Civic Centre,
Thrunton Wood, Newcastle and Gateshead
Quayside and a bistro in Jesmond.
The first two episodes of the new series
were broadcast earlier this year, with the
remaining four episodes filmed this year
due to hit our screens during 2022.
As well as being very good drama of
course, the Vera series have always been
filmed sympathetically, and are perfect,
and free, advertisements for the region’s
tourist boards.
Now the BBC wants a slice too; installing
a daytime TV commissioner permanently
in the North East to oversee several new
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factual and documentary series, creating
The BBC Writers Room to support talent
development, plus 70 new roles in a tech
hub in Newcastle, which has also been
named the corporation’s first City of
Comedy.
Do not adjust your sets.
The North East, in all its diverse,
magnificent and dramatic glory, is about
to become a regular feature once again on
your TV screens.
The BBC’s recent £25 million investment
is already bearing fruit and productions;
from Top Gear presenters bombing around
Tees Valley, Antiques Roadshow experts
holding court at Woodhorn, or the Hairy
Bikers showing off their recipes and their
home city of Newcastle.
This month, work starts on two series
of the fly-on-the-vehicle documentary
Ambulance.
And the filming will not stop there.
BBC director general Tim Davie, who has
deployed Gateshead-born Helen Munson
as the first commissioning editor for
daytime and early peak to be based in the
North East, intends to continue financing
content for years to come.
That is not only good news for the
would-be Ken Loachs or the new Brenda
Blethyns, but for thousands of people who
have the potential to work on these new
commissions and put the extensive courses
and resources from our universities and
colleges to good use.
“It’s not just the ‘creatives’ who will
benefit,” says Northern Film + Media chief
executive Alison Gwynn.
“You don’t have to be creative to work in
our industry. Just look at the credits on any
film and TV show and you will see there
are hundreds of jobs.
“Actually, the number of creatives in that
process is relatively small, but in terms
of craft and tech jobs, there are massive
opportunities, especially around factual
entertainment and documentaries.
“Being a writer on a high-end TV
production is like being a Premier League
footballer.
“It’s not to say there aren’t opportunities,
but there are only so many who make it to
that level.
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“But there are so many other jobs and
roles to be filled and we want to encourage
people who are not necessarily creative,
but who’d really like to work in the industry,
to really consider this type of career.
“Organising productions is an art in
itself, and another skill shortage area is in
the production team - working out how to
showcase the creatives’ work on screen.
“Northern Film + Media is the support
bridge between education and the industry
with our Crew Academy.
“We have talented regional people
and bright young things coming out of
university, who want to be the next Ridley
Scott, but we’re saying, ‘here are your
pathways into your first jobs - have you
got a pair of wellies, can you drive, and
have you thought about working in

factual entertainment?’
“Because you can get your start as a
runner and that’s the realistic entry into this
industry; then we’ll support those people
with their professional development career
journey.”
The BAFTA award-winning documentary
series Ambulance is one of the first to go
into pre-production under the new BBC
arrangement and will work as a test case
and template for future development of
shows filmed here.
Around 70 crew are required for a
project of this size and the hope is that
staff working behind the scenes will come
predominantly from this area while local
businesses will be the main beneficiaries
of additional spend – rather than financial
benefits returning to London, or BBC

headquarters in Manchester.
Alison explains: “We want productions
to employ as many crew as possible from
the region and the expenditure to be
spent here – so hiring camera kit, catering,
security all goes to North East businesses.
“The economic inward spend is
significant on these productions.
“There are lots of different challenges
and opportunities.
“A key challenge is around skills
shortages.
“We have around 400 experienced crew
in various roles across the North East and
since this region has been used for less
than two per cent of productions for more
than a decade, it only takes three or four
productions to be filming at the same time
up here and then we start to see some real
shortages.
“We want to encourage people who
work in the industry but have left the
region, to come home and work here; we
also want to encourage new entrants and
also look at those working in different
industries who might’ve thought it would
not be for them, to step across.
“There are varied roles, from production
office, production accounts, electrician,
joiner, engineer...”
Northern Film + Media is the glue which
has helped pull the project together, and
which will play a key role in the future
development of the industry and ensure
the BBC investment is sustainable and
remains long-term.
It is the regional screen agency for
the North East, which supports regional
commercial film and TV production,
attracting inward investment, bringing
together experts, indigenous filmmakers,
production companies and artist
filmmakers.
And perhaps the greatest achievement
of this post-COVID-19 period has been
aligning the 12 local authorities and three
combined authorities to work with the BBC
and ensure the whole region is singing
from the same hymn sheet and reading the
same script.
Alison has spent much of the last year
– fittingly mainly on screen – ensuring this
partnership can deliver for the BBC, which

has promised to spend at least £25 million
over the next five years.
In September, all parties signed a
memorandum of understanding to work
side-by-side.
Alison says: “The BBC was very clear
that the scale of the growth opportunity
needed to be supported by the region
as a whole, and we needed them to
come together to meet some of the skills
development and financial requirements
the industry needs for additional work.
“It’s a credit to our local authority
leaders who have recognised this
opportunity for the growth of the sector.
“It is fantastic that we’ve been able to
come together to form the North East
Screen Industries Partnership, and we’ll
work together to manage it across the
whole region.
“It probably looked like an impossible
task when we started in March; when
you think of the ambition and scale of
the investment of the BBC – which really
is a juggernaut when they press the
button – the timescale, the complexity
of the relationships, it’s been a massive
achievement that we have real genuine
commitment across the region and that
comes from our working group.
“The BBC has a renewed commitment
to working more in the nations and
regions and to do more in our region, I
feel, and we’ve been traditionally underserved with representation and content
but in the new director general Tim Davie,
there’s a real genuine commitment to
changing that and changing it quickly.
“Tim is someone who’s really hungry for
change and wants to make his mark and
do more.
“It feels like we can have a different
conversation with the BBC now.
“The BBC wants to see our region and
our stories better represented on our
screens and also to produce programmes
that appeal to viewers from our region;
the more licence payers watch their
tellies, the better value for money the BBC
gets.
“We and the BBC are aware of the
challenges, which is why they’ve made a
five-year commitment.

“It’ll be about productions coming in,
people coming back and we’re doing
development work with people in the
region so they’re ready and we can build a
longer term sustainable industry.”
News that Fulwell 73 – the Sunderland
fans winning at Hollywood – has set up
a new base at the city’s university and
intends to build new studio space and
develop local talent, is another major sign
that the industry is on the rise here.
Founder Leo Pearlman openly admits
he left his beloved North East aged 18,
because he had to fulfil his mind-blowing
career elsewhere.
He, and Alison, and leaders around
them, want to end that.
Alison adds: “Big movies are all about
locations; these things go through peaks
and troughs, and the current trend is
castles and beaches at the minute – and
we have a few of them – but this will help
make the industry more sustainable here.
“We want to attract more productions
to film here, stay longer and employ
regional crew, then there is the extra
tourism impact we see when those
productions hit the screen.
“We’ve been having conversations with
Fulwell 73 and other national production
companies and in order for them to be
confident they can work in the region,
they need to be confident in our skills
and production service support, and that
commitment from local authorities to
safeguard their investments.
“Because we don’t have a tradition
and only two per cent was filmed here,
unless you got a job on Vera, you’d be a
freelancer and not sleep in your own bed
every night because you’d have to travel
to work.
“If you ask me what the vision is, it’s
that we have a thriving industry in which
it doesn’t matter where you live up here,
you can sleep in your own bed every night
and have a really great career in the place
you love.
“This is the biggest opportunity we’ve
ever had because the BBC has made a
firm and real commitment, which can act
as a catalyst to create that sustainable
industry.”
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A Ful-time job

Words by Colin Young
Photography by Christopher Owens

“I left the North East when I was 18 and I’ve never lived there since, but I’m up at least every
four to six weeks,” says Leo Pearlman, co-creator of Fulwell 73, the production company
behind the unforgettable ‘Sunderland Til I Die’ Netflix series.
“My attitude has always been to go where the best opportunities present themselves,
but people love where they’re from and rightly so; there should be opportunities to study
courses you are excited by, to work in a field that interests you, and stay in the area you like.
That’s not a huge ask. If we can help do that, we’d be very happy with our contribution.”
Fulwell 73 is returning to Sunderland. Well, sort of. Its founders, Leo, cousins Gabe and
Ben Turner, and friend Ben Winston, will continue living in London and Los Angeles and
working with the world’s biggest stars – including fifth partner James Corden – producing
blockbuster TV, films, documentaries and Christmas specials. But Sunderland is their latest
base, and the plan is to develop and keep the best young talent in the North East. And Leo is
just getting started. Colin Young meets him to hear more.

4They rub shoulders with Hollywood
A-listers, red carpet royalty, and the pick
of pop stars, footballers and worldrenowned athletes.
And the big names are queueing up
to be filmed by Leo Pearlman and his
cousins, best friend, superstar partner,
and their Sunderland Football Clubinspired company.
Indeed, only last month, national
treasure Adele chose Fulwell 73 to
produce ‘An Audience with...’ for
ITV, adding ‘Friends: The Reunion’, a
Christmas special of ‘Gavin and Stacey’,
the Kardashians and many more to its
impressive list.
You may now be more likely to find
Newcastle Royal Grammar Schooleducated Leo in Beverly Hills, rather than
Castlefields.
But even after all the awards,
accolades and worldwide recognition,
and working with music legends
filming James Corden’s ‘Carpool
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Karaoke’, nothing will top producing
the ‘Sunderland Till I Die’ Netflix
documentary, even if it was the worst
period in the club’s history.
“If someone had told me at 18 that I’d
get a chance to make two seasons of a
TV show about the football team I love,
I’d have bitten their arm off,” says Leo.
“As it happens, getting to do so was
pretty painful.
“We were lucky enough to pick the
worst season in the club’s history –
followed by the worst season in the club’s
history, so it couldn’t have been more of
a challenge.
“But I’ve been incredibly lucky and
privileged to have had that opportunity.
“I definitely pinch myself still that we
got to do that, far more so than getting to
work with the incredible talent we have
worked with over the years.
“Why? Because there’s something
more meaningful about making content
on subject matters you truly care about.
“I never dreamt our company would
get to produce ‘Friends: The Reunion’,
for example. The fact we got to do it is
mind-blowing and one of the great highs
for Fulwell.
“But I had a dream to do something
with Sunderland and we got to do it; and
that is incredibly special.
“The two projects I’m most proud
of are ‘In The Hands of Gods’, and
‘Sunderland Til I Die’, the latter because
we managed to convince Netflix execs to
give us that much money to make a show
about Sunderland.”
The plan was to film the club’s return
to the Premier League in the 2017-2018
season following relegation the previous
year.
The result was a mind-boggling insight
into its catastrophic fall in the other
direction, as it was relegated to League
One.
Granted continued access (somehow)
during and after the Stewart Donald
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takeover, the plan for series two was
to film Sunderland’s return to the
Championship in the 2018-2019 season.
The result was another heartbreaking
chronicle of Sunderland’s demise since
their ten-year grip, and reliance, on the
Premier League’s riches slipped from
their grasp.
Engrossing and entertaining, with
moments of comedy gold and heartache,
both series were agonising but must-see
for Sunderland supporters, as well as fans
of any club in any sport.
And they were even worse to make.
“We didn’t think there would be a
second series,” says Leo.
“From our point of view, we told the
story of the city and we saw that as the
end point.
“If there hadn’t been a takeover, we
wouldn’t have done the second season.
“I feel mostly for my partner Ben Turner
– another Sunderland fan – as he was
across the edit and creative.
“When we got relegated to League
One, at least over that summer I got to
put it behind me and not think about
football.
“Ben had to watch that relegation 150
times and he still tells me he shed a tear
every time he did.
“He was trying to pull out the pathos,
the sympathy, the empathy and the pain,
but every time he’d find another shot of
a fan in pieces, and it would break him
again.
“I’m not sure Ben has ever recovered.
I don’t know if we will be able to wheel
him out for a third series, but we’ll give
it a go.”
Is a third series on the cards, then?
“When the club gets promoted at
the end of the season – always about
positivity,” pauses Leo.
And we both laugh. He changes his
answer.
“If the club gets promoted – I’m a
Sunderland fan, so I’m a realist – doing a
final one in the Championship would be a
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good way to round out the story.”
Leo was a Roker Park regular with his
father and grandfather from an early
age. They’d often meet cousins Ben and
Gabe when they came up from London
– feeding their co-obsession during the
Peter Reid/Kevin Phillips/Niall Quinn era
in the first years of the Stadium of Light.
With the Turners’ friend Ben Winston
(Arsenal fan), they set up Fulwell 73 in
2005 – named after the famous terrace at
Roker Park which is now a housing estate,
and the year of Sunderland’s FA Cup win,
their last major trophy.
Their first film was ‘In the Hands of
the Gods’, a documentary following five
English freestyle footballers striving to
meet hero Diego Maradona.
Receiving critical acclaim, it opened
on more screens than any other UK-made
documentary and was shown in cinemas
across the globe.
“We were stood on the green carpet
for the premiere,” recalls Leo.
“Green, because like idiots and kids,
we decided on an AstroTurf carpet over a
red one because it was a football film.
“We looked up in Leicester Square,
there was a big poster, we were at this
premiere for a film we’d made for very
little and suddenly it was happening.
“And we all turned to each other and
went, ‘wow, we should set up a company
and make more films’.
“As it turned out, we found out 48
hours later that no one had gone to see
it and that it wasn’t anywhere near that
easy.
“In fact, no one would give us a penny
to make anything after that.
“We spent a number of years making
short-form content before it was seen as
anything of real value, and digital content
before it was a thing.
“Over the years, that became quite
popular and sticky, and people were
looking to invest in that area.
“By coincidence, we were the ones
who had been doing it for a few years, so
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Leo Pearlman

opportunities started to arise.
“I had no idea what I wanted to do.
I knew I wanted to be in business; I’ve
always been entrepreneurial and wanted
to take risks and I fell into this crazy
world of content and production.
“And I’m loving every second of it.”
Fulwell 73’s growth and impact on

“And we’ve always kept that attitude.
“You have to be incredibly grateful for
what you have, and you cannot ever lose
sight of how fortunate and lucky you are.
“We’re lucky that the five of us are
close enough that if anyone ever did or
does get a little bit too full of themselves,
they have four partners who will quickly

the world stage has been clear, but Leo
insists the company has never forgotten
its roots.
The opening of Fulwell North, on the
University of Sunderland’s Sir Tom Cowie
Campus, on the banks of the River Wear
at St Peter’s, is surely proof of that too.
“We treat every day, every project,
every opportunity as if it could be our
last,” says Leo.
“When James and Ben moved out to
the States to set up the ‘Late Late Show’
for the company, they only took a threemonth rental on their houses, because
they figured we’d make a couple of shows
and people would realise we were kind of
winging it.

pull them down a peg or two.
“We’ve all grown up together, and we
talk about the Fulwell family because it
feels like a family business that we set up
together which has built and grown.
“So many of our senior execs have
been with us for up to ten years.
“We have a very low turnover of staff,
especially in senior positions, which is
pretty much unheard of in this industry,
and I hope the biggest part of that is
because of that family dynamic.”
James joined Fulwell 73 in 2017 as a
fifth full partner and the company coproduces his ‘Late Late Show’ with CBS
Television Studios. It holds the record
for the highest viewed clip in the history
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of late night television with ‘Carpool
Karaoke with Adele.’
The Emmy-award winning Corden,
though, is not the only megastar to have
worked with Fulwell 73.
It has made shows with, among many,
Justin Bieber, Robbie Williams, One
Direction, Jimmy Carr, Michael McIntyre
and Jack Whitehall, and continues to
produce a number of films and television
programmes across different genres.
Its most recent film and TV releases
include ‘Cinderella’ (Amazon Prime);
‘Hitsville: The Story of Motown’
(Showtime); ‘The Republic of Sarah’
(The CW); and the soon-to-be-released
Mammals and Boundless (both Amazon
Prime).
And now the award winners are
coming home – or at least opening a new
office in the David Puttnam Media Centre
at the University of Sunderland.
Run by North East executive Melanie
Rainbow, the company plans to create
a hub and development centre for new
talent to encourage students to stay
and work in the region and build on
increasing investment.
‘Sunderland Til I Die’ may be Fulwell
73’s lasting tribute to the city on film, but
they want to leave a more fitting legacy.
We talked for 20 minutes over our
Zoom calls on the Sunderland project and
its potential – not just for Leo’s company
but for his region and for his industry –
enough to fill two pages of this magazine
and a Netflix short film.
Leo says: “It would not be right to say
there’s no element of nostalgia; if we’d
seen an opportunity in Wales, we might
not have jumped at it with the same
enthusiasm perhaps, but it’s certainly a
commercial decision.
“We see this as a real opportunity;
between Leeds and Edinburgh, there’s
this strange black hole.
“For the last two decades, the country
seems to have forgotten there are
hundreds of miles of amazing locations,
and talented on-screen and off-screen
individuals desperate for work and full of
great content ideas.
“We saw an opportunity to reach out
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and add fuel to the fire; the catalyst to try
and get those North East voices talking
again.
“I grew up with my dad showing me
‘Auf Wiedersehen, Pet’ and ‘The Likely
Lads’, ‘Jossy’s Giants’ and ‘Byker Grove’,
all these iconic North East shows, and I’d
love to be able to show my own children
TV shows that celebrate the region – its
storytellers, its on-screen talent and its
beautiful landscapes.
“To be able to point to those shows and
say, ‘that’s where we come from,’ would
feel very special.”
He namechecks Graeme Thompson,
the university’s pro vice-chancellor:
“absolutely relentless; honestly, every
five minutes, he has not let this go – but
without that kind of dog-with-a-bone
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attitude, a refusal to accept no, and an
inherent love for the region, nothing
would get done” – plus Alison Gwynn,
Northern Film + Media’s chief executive,
and Sunderland MP Julie Elliott.
He continues: “They’re the ones who
should get all of the credit – we’re just
jumping on their bandwagon and hoping
we can help.
“We’ve no interest in coming in and
sucking whatever oxygen there is out of
the region; it’s the exact opposite.
“We want to co-pro with local
companies and producers, and help them
develop as a business, so the next time
they are competing with us for that same
commission.
“There’s no one show that’s going
to turn that around or change that
perception; it’s about all the little
elements, like the BBC announcing

investment into the region – I’m hoping
Channel 4 will be the next to announce
their own investment.
“Hopefully, we’ll play a part by coming
up and all of these little incremental steps
will lead to a new boom in production for
the region.”
Leo adds: “We’ve outlined two markers
of success.
“The first is the percentage of students
able to graduate and stay in the region
and the industry.
“And the second one might sound a
little strange, but it really is a great way
to judge our success.
“If, in three to five years, we’re
competing for every commission out
of the region, winning some and losing
others because there are so many
production companies in the North East,
that would be a true measure of success.”
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Aon UK strengthens North East leadership team
International professional services firm Aon has welcomed several new team members to its Newcastle
and Stockton offices to continue providing clients with the highest standards of service.
www.aon.com/unitedkingdom
@Aon_plc

LEADING GLOBAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
firm Aon, which provides clients from SMEs to large
corporates with a broad range of risk, retirement and
health solutions, has strengthened its Newcastle and
Stockton teams with five key leadership appointments
and promotions.
Joanne Corbidge, who has 30 years’ experience,
joins the Newcastle office’s leadership team as client
management director and is responsible for managing
the corporate team and ensuring excellent client
service.
Prior to joining Aon, Joanne was a client executive at
Lockton Companies LLP.
Dan Hopkinson, head of Aon North East and
Cumbria, has further added to his leadership team with
four senior promotions.
In the Newcastle office, Shaun Reynolds has been
promoted to client management director; James
Walmsley to client service director; and Elise Foster to
operations manager.
Susan Luke, who is based in Stockton and has more
than 20 years’ experience, also joins the leadership
team after being promoted to client management
director. In addition to strengthening its leadership
team, Aon, due to continued market growth, has made
a number of further appointments and promotions
across its Newcastle and Stockton offices.
To support Luke and the Stockton office’s next phase
of development, Kelly Smith and Kevin Smith have
respectively been promoted to client service specialist
and client manager, while Kris Allington moves from
client manager to client director in Newcastle.
Barry Douglass, who joins from Protect Ltd and has
34 years’ experience, and Tara Solanki, who joins from
Gallagher with 14 years’ experience, have both been
appointed as client managers.
Tara joins the corporate team and Barry the advisory
team.
Based in the Newcastle office, they will be
responsible for a book of clients, identifying and
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analysing risks and providing the best insurance and
risk management solutions.
There have been six further appointments.
Appointed to the role of client service advisor are
Sarah Innes, who joins from NC Insurance, and Larna
Wilson, who joins from Lockton. Both will be based in
Newcastle.
Leanne Roche and Kathryn Hooper have also been
appointed as client service advisors and will be based
in Stockton.
Alistair Westwood joins the local leadership team
after being appointed to the role of regional sales
director for the North East and Cumbria.
He joins from the Confederation of British Industry,
where he spent five years as deputy regional director.
He will work closely with Christine Wood who, after
eight years leading sales in the North East and Cumbria,
has been promoted to regional sales director, North.
Rounding up the Newcastle office appointments is
Claudia Lee, who joins as an apprentice.
Dan says: “We have seen increased demand from
clients seeking insurance and risk management advice.
“To ensure we can continue to support our local,
regional and national clients with our knowledge and
experience, we have invested in our fantastic team
through highly skilled talent acquisition and promoting
internal talent.
“I am extremely proud of all our employees and
congratulate everyone on their well-deserved
promotions.
“I am also delighted to welcome our new members,
who have further strengthened the team with their
wealth of experience, local market knowledge and
expertise.”
Aon’s insurance and risk management specialists
provide its North East clients, from SMEs to large
corporates, with general risk and insurance, risk
management and consultancy, employee health and
benefits, credit insurance, cyber risk consultancy and
mergers, acquisitions and transaction services.
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Pictured, from left to right, are Susan Luke, Shaun Reynolds, James Walmsley, Dan
Hopkinson, Alistair Westwood, Elise Foster and Joanne Corbidge
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Securing funding and investment –
everything you need to know
Angela Smith, from Innovate UK EDGE, says innovation is an expensive occupation. The rewards
can be great, but so is the upfront cost. You need money to develop innovation to take it to
market in order to make money. So, what is a company to do? One option is to look at grant
funding and investment. Here, Angela explains how she has teamed up with innovation and
growth specialist Mike Skinner, to answer some key questions and explain further the Innovate
UK EDGE initiative.
www.innovateukedge.ukri.org
@IUK_EDGE_North

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FUNDING
and investment? Can they be used for the same
thing?
The main difference between grant funding and
investment is what the funding provider is expecting
in return.
Investors expect an equity stake in the company,
which means the investor does well when the
company does.
Grant funding providers do not expect a stake.
However, both expect accountability and a return on
their investment in terms of company growth, job
creation and innovations solving problems within the
market.
Funding and investment can definitely be used for
the same thing, and it is quite common for a company
to make use of both avenues for the same innovation
project or to spur business growth.
What are the things to consider when looking for
investment and where should you start?
Investors are not about rescuing failing businesses.
They can, however, get involved at an early stage if
they see potential, attitude, talent, plans and projects.
Investors typically look to invest in businesses and
industries that they can understand, so it’s important
to do your research about the right investors for you.
Find out who you’re pitching to and base your
pitch on this information. Will they understand
your jargon, or do you need to simplify your language?
The most important thing to consider is that people
invest in people; the investor and investee need not
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become the best of friends, but they will need to trust
and work together.
To consider investing in you and your business,
the investor will be looking for key current
and future ‘assets’, of which the most important is you
and your team.
They’ll ask, “can I work with these people?”
What do I need to bear in mind when looking at
applying for funding?
First of all, it’s important to bear in mind what
grants aren’t.
They are not free money, a way to help an ailing
business or to fund existing business activities.
It’s important to put yourself in the shoes of the
funder. Think about their objectives, and whether what
you are offering is a match.
You also need to consider the funding opportunity
you are applying for: grants are often given for
specific innovation projects, so ask yourself whether
your project is a fit. Are there likely to be a large
number of applicants also submitting? Are there other
opportunities that would potentially offer a greater
chance of success?
Ask yourself whether what you are doing is truly
innovative. Does it meet a societal need? Will the
market buy it? Grant providers are looking for market
pull, not technology push.
What key issues do businesses face when applying
for funding?
The first is eligibility; you should check that all
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aspects of your project are eligible for the funding.
Think about the length of the project, the budget
and who is taking part.
Next, scope. Ensure that the project is within the
terms of the grant competition. It is also important to
consider your cashflow. Very few grants are 100 per
cent funded, so you have to be clear on where the rest
is coming from.
You will also be paid in arrears, claiming against
the grant for the expenditure you incur along the way.
Some grants will provide a small upfront payment to
kick the project off, but not all.
Do you have the resources?
Your grant application is what convinces your
funders that their money will be used wisely.
The application needs to be focused,
to convince the grant assessors that you have the
skills, knowledge and resources to successfully
complete the project proposed and take the
innovation to market.
You need to think about whether you have
resources: these could be anything from premises
to testing facilities. It also includes the skillset in the
team that will be working on the project and will be
enabling the company to commercialise it.
Next, think about whether your innovation is
protected. Is your idea able to be patented? Are there
trademarks and a brand that you need to consider
protecting?
This includes the intellectual property (IP) you
already have, as well as any that will be developed
during the innovation process.
IP is important for your commercialisation strategy
and adds value to the company.
What about the market?
Something which is extremely important to both
funders and investors, is your journey to market.
Moving away from the theoretical idea and into the
market is a big step, and it’s important to show you
have considered this.
Have you identified your customers and their need
for the product/service?

Pictured: Angela
Smith, team
leader North
West, Innovate
UK EDGE

How do you plan to get your product in front of your
target market, and how will they get hold of it?
Is the user experience simple and easy, so that sales
come easily to your business?
Investors and grant assessors are both looking to
‘invest’ in an innovative idea, a product, a service or
solution for an identifiable need.
Be sure to demonstrate this with facts and
forecasts; you will need to dedicate time
and resources to research and presentation, and you
will need to demonstrate that you understand your
target market.
Where can I find information about funding and
investment opportunities?
To learn more about the best approach to funding
and finance for your established small to mid-sized
innovative business, and benefit from wider advice,
talk to Innovate UK EDGE.
You can also take a look at the Innovate UK funding
competition page, the EU funding opportunities
portal, and the sites of charities and other
organisations that offer grant funding.
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Scaleups strengthen
through disruption
As one year ends and we prepare for
another, Sarah Pavlou, programme manager
at Scaleup North East, highlights the value
of entrepreneurship to the economy and
how Scaleup North East is primed to help
more SMEs take the next steps on their
growth journeys during 2022 and beyond.
www.scaleupnortheast.co.uk

AS WE REACH THE END OF 2021, IT IS TIME TO
reflect.
And what a year it has been.
The world of entrepreneurship has been put through
its greatest disruption to date; a global pandemic, a new
era outside Europe and a climate change emergency
that demands urgent sustainability.
It is fair to say that strength doesn’t come from what
we can do, but rather overcoming the things we once
thought we couldn’t.
And it is testament to the ambitious nature, creative
talent, and sheer determination of our business leaders
that our scaleups lead the UK in becoming the best
country in the world for entrepreneurship. And for this
we thank you.
The national vision reaches a significant milestone
In 2015, The Scale Up Institute was set up with a goal
to ensure the public, private and education sectors
recognised the scaleup segment of our UK business
community as being crucial to the economy and future
sustainability.
This year, they have reached a significant milestone
– with pivotal recognition in both the Budget and
Comprehensive Spending Review of the vital role of
scaleups to the UK economy and its future success.
There were also a series of announcements designed
to bolster the trajectory of our scaleup sector, enabling
these businesses to access the talent, markets and
capital they need to evolve and thrive.
Barriers are being broken
Every year, we review the barriers to our scaleup
leaders’ growth ambitions and, like the rest of the UK,
the North East continues to be challenged by access to
markets, sourcing and securing the appropriate talent,

and accessing the growth capital needed to reach goals.
A post-Brexit focus on supporting business to
export was to be expected, however, right now, most
businesses are facing huge supply chain issues with
many looking to source from alternatives to China.
Employers are starting to realise that to successfully
attract, recruit and retain talent at any level in most
sectors now requires an employer brand that addresses
flexibility, adoption of technology and development
opportunities as fundamentals.
Digital adoption remains a catalyst for rapid growth
and a change agent for many business leaders; yet
embracing change and cascading change within a
business remains a challenge, hence the continued
investment in senior leadership teams as scaleups look
to build the leaders of tomorrow.
Lots of succession planning via MBOs and trade
sales are taking place as acquisitive businesses look
to capitalise on those looking to exit and buy market
share quickly at good value as business returns to
pre-pandemic levels and enterprise values increase
accordingly.
Access to finance for ambitious businesses with the
potential to scale remains a key challenge.
Five in ten scaling businesses are using or expecting
to raise some form of equity in 2022, but four in ten still
perceive there to be insufficient growth capital to meet
their needs, which will result in stunted growth for many
businesses with great potential if not resolved.
Although awareness of equity options is improving, a
large proportion of scaleups throughout the UK consider
capital is more biased towards London and the South
East.
Local is where it’s at
Scaleups nationally recognise that receiving support
from their peers – entrepreneurs like them that are local
to where they operate – provides the most successful
form of business support.
Having a single point of contact to navigate the
regional ecosystem and provide a quality service,
reliable insights, knowledge and experience is vital to
their success.
Here in the North East, we are proud to have a team
of leading entrepreneurs and senior executives that
have successfully scaled their own businesses and those
of others, and have now spent more than four years
supporting more than 700 businesses in the region,
helping them to reach their scaling potential, embark
on scaling journeys and propel to levels originally not
thought possible.

Scaleup North
East
-

RTC North
is delivering
Scaleup
North East in
conjunction with
the North East
Local Enterprise
Partnership. The
programme is
part-funded by
the European
Regional
Development
Fund and is aimed
at supporting
North East-based
businesses that
can demonstrate
both the hunger
and the potential
to achieve high
levels of growth.
For more
information,
visit www.
scaleupnortheast.
co.uk
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CELEBRATING THE SPIRIT, DRIVE
AND INNOVATION OF THE REGION’S
BUSINESS PEOPLE

Welcome to North East Times’ Impact
List 2021, our annual celebration of
the individuals who have made a truly
dynamic impression across the region
over the last 12 months. This year has
once again proven challenging, with the
ongoing pandemic and the realities of
the changes brought by Brexit providing
choppy waters to navigate. However,
with the resilience, innovation and drive
of the people highlighted here – and
the many more who have done similarly
sterling work across our region – the
North East’s business, social and cultural
landscapes have continued to move
forward. And, such is the strength of
their impact, that the region stands
primed to begin 2022 on the front foot,
with numerous plans and objectives
in place to drive further progress and
prosperity. The list below is made up
of individuals from across the North
East, and across numerous sectors,
who have been chosen by their peers.
Congratulations to everyone nominated.
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“As founder and executive director of The Forge, Tony
Harrington has been at the centre of County Durham’s
cultural scene for 20 years. Tony’s strong belief in
the value of culture and art of the highest quality
has helped to enrich lives, foster personal resilience
and acceptance of others, and brought people and
communities together across the county.”

NICK JONES
chief executive at Newcastle International Airport
(nominated by Sarah Glendinning, North East regional
director at CBI)
“Nick Jones, chief executive of Newcastle International
Airport since 2017, has successfully navigated the North
East’s largest airport through the most significant crisis
in aviation history. He has played a vital role in protecting
an airport which is a crucial foundation stone of the

JASON KNIGHTS

-

chief executive of Blue
Kangaroo

regional economy. It helps make the North East the

DAME IRENE HAYS
chair of Hays Travel
(nominated by Caroline Theobald,
co-founder and chair of FIRST)

attractive place to live, work and do business that we
know and love.”

“Nominated for growing the Hays Travel brand,
diversifying into new markets and holding true to
the company’s SMILE values (support, motivation,
innovation, loyalty and excellence) to grow the
company, keep jobs safe and invest in the high-street
throughout the pandemic.”

JASON KNIGHTS
chief executive of Blue Kangaroo
(nominated by Dr Joanna Berry, associate professor
(entrepreneurship) at Durham University)

DAVID HARRISON

“Jason embodies the wit, grit and character that makes

chair of True Potential LLP and founder of
Harrison Centre for Social Mobility

me proud to be from the North East. He demonstrates
utterly honest, authentic and commendable leadership
and, while you would never know it because he

(nominated by Lesley Sphuler, chief executive at
Foundation of Light)

doesn’t show it, has shown strength through some
extraordinarily difficult times.”

“David is devoted in his mission to ensure that no
one should be held back in their ambitions by their
background; his commitment to drive this agenda
across the North East is truly admirable. Since opening
the Harrison Centre for Social Mobility learning centre
at the Beacon of Light, David has invested hundreds
of thousands of pounds in Foundation of Light
employability programmes to provide the support and
training young people need.”

LEE HUTCHINSON
founder and chief executive of Double Eleven
(nominated by Elaine Stroud, chief executive at the
Entrepreneurs’ Forum)
“Lee was the winner of ‘entrepreneur of the year’ at our
2021 North East Entrepreneurial Awards. He has created
over 100 new jobs in Teesside in the past 12 months

MANDY COPPIN

helping to establish the North East as a creative industry
hub. They have experienced phenomenal growth and

chief executive at Streetwise 		
Young People’s Project

overcome some significant challenges over the past
year.”

(nominated by Donna Bulmer, managing partner at
Haines Watts)

TONY HARRINGTON

executive director and founder of The Forge,
and chair of Culture Durham
(nominated by Councillor Amanda Hopgood, 		
leader of Durham County Council)

MANDY COPPIN

-

chief executive at
Streetwise Young
People’s Project

“As chief executive of Streetwise, Mandy plays a vital
role in providing advice, information, guidance and
support to young people within our region. While
the pandemic has made the ability to respond to the
growing need of young people in our community more
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challenging, under Mandy’s leadership, Streetwise
has acted as a beacon of hope for many over the last
year.”

THE LATE PROFESSOR JANE
TURNER OBE DL
MARK THOMPSON

-

managing partner at
Ryder Architecture

(nominated by Sarah Waddington, North chair of IoD)
“Jane was pro-vice chancellor enterprise and
business engagement at Teesside University,
focused on driving economic and social impact
for the area and North East as a whole. A real
inspiration and someone widely liked and highly
respected, she was fearless in challenging gender
inequality and co-founded the Power of Women
campaign to raise the ambitions of young girls in the
North of England. Jane’s legacy will be long lasting,
and she is missed by many.”

DAVID LAND

operative and social enterprise development. Before
joining the BIC, Kevin led SES, the largest social
enterprise and co-operative development agency
in the region. In 2018, he moved to the BIC and in
2019 he led on the groundbreaking work to develop
Innovate for Good.”

MARK THOMPSON
managing partner at Ryder Architecture
(nominated by Sarah Green, chief executive at
NewcastleGateshead Initiative)
“Mark is an inspirational leader who has created
significant impact in the construction sector
nationally as managing partner at Ryder Architecture,
as well as being a key regional champion supporting
local business networks and charities including
chairing blood cancer charity Bright Red, vice chair
of NewcastleGateshead Initiative and board member
of the North East LEP.”

co-founder and director at IA Growth Limited
(nominated by Richard Hogg, chief executive at
Jackson Hogg)

THE LATE
PROFESSOR JANE
TURNER OBE DL

“David is an experienced and distinguished leader
in the North East, and has played a huge role
in guiding fledgling talent in the manufacturing
and engineering sectors. Since leaving his plant
director role at Gestamp Tallent, he has given up a
huge amount of his time and expertise in voluntary
roles with Business Durham, North East LEP and
University of Sunderland, to name a few. He has
also been a driving force behind the establishment
of the UTC South Durham and the North East
STEM Foundation, and demonstrates unwavering
commitment to creating a nurturing environment for
the next generation.”

JOHN MARSHALL
chair of trustees at Newcastle United
Foundation
(nominated by Steve Beharell, head of Newcastle
United Foundation)
“John has provided leadership and expertise to
help drive Newcastle United Foundation through
an unprecedented period of history. During the last
18 months, he has played a key role in leading the
board and supporting the senior management team
to make a difference across the communities of the
North East, as well as the development of NUCASTLE
- a £8.5 million capital development in the heart of
Newcastle city centre. John also devotes his spare
time as chair of North East England Chamber of
Commerce and also chairs NewcastleGateshead

KEVIN MARQUIS
social enterprise manager at North East BIC
(nominated by Paul McEldon, chief executive at
North East BIC)
JOHN MARSHALL

-

chair of trustees at
Newcastle United
Foundation
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Initiative, and is a non-executive director of Believe
Housing and North East Ambulance Service.”

KAM AND NEHDI CHERA
owners at Funky Indianwali

“Kevin has worked in the North East for over 30
years, helping people start and grow businesses,
using his specialist knowledge and practical co-

(nominated by Sir David Bell, vice-chancellor at the
University of Sunderland)
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SHAK ASGHAR

“Kam and Nehdi Chera run the Funky Indianwali from
their home in Roker. As well as supplying households

chief executive at Nudl

and organisations with delicious food, the Cheras
offer events catering, home cooking options and an

(nominated by Chloe Clover, managing director at
Wander Films)

online shop. In 2021, they catered for Team India during
their 14-day visit to the Riverside stadium in Durham,
testament indeed to the quality and reputation of the

“Shak has been helping businesses find funding

Funky Indianwali business. Entrepreneurship, not least

throughout his career and recently launched funding

in catering and hospitality, is of vital importance to
Sunderland. Kam and Nehdi demonstrate the energy
and commitment the city needs if it is to continue to

PETE CHEYNE

-

founder at Bottlepay

thrive economically in the future.”

company Nudl. They have been killing it helping to
bring millions worth of funding and grants into our
local area and supporting the growth of businesses
and in turn our economy. Shak represents the
underrepresented, he dares to be different and to break
the mould, he’s a true entrepreneur and one proper

PETE CHEYNE

class dude!”

founder at Bottlepay
(nominated by Jamie Hardesty, head of
communications and stakeholder engagement at
Sunderland Software City)

MICHELLE PERCY
director of place at Newcastle City Council
(nominated by Jennifer Hartley, director of Invest
Newcastle)

“The biggest story to have come out of the North East
tech scene this year has been NYDIG’s $300 million
share acquisition of fast-growing bitcoin start-up
Bottlepay. Set up two years ago by Partnerize cofounder Pete Cheyne, Bottlepay aims to help people
make small digital payments to firms in an economic
way. What Pete and the team have achieved is truly
remarkable. Pete is the driving force behind a product
which could revolutionise the world’s payment industry,
yet you couldn’t meet a humbler and more genuine
guy. Rare entrepreneurs like this put Newcastle on the
world’s tech map. It’s almost unbelievable!”

“As part of the executive leadership team at Newcastle
City Council, Michelle leads a £450 million capital
programme, creating thousands of jobs for the people
of Newcastle. She has been a key part of the Gold
Command team leading the city through the pandemic,
supporting businesses, public health teams and
residents. The £350 million takeover of Newcastle
United has put Newcastle in the international limelight
and Michelle is working closely with investors to ensure
a sustainable legacy for our city. An inspirational leader,
who is at the heart of shaping Newcastle’s future,

PAUL FOUND

working in an inclusive and collaborative way to create
a better future for all.”

chief operating officer at FUJIFILM
Diosynth Biotechnologies

PAT CHAMBERS

(nominated by John McCabe, chief executive at North
East England Chamber of Commerce)

charity development manager at County Durham
& Darlington NHS Foundation Trust

“Paul Found’s corporate leadership of the
pharmaceutical manufacturing company FUJIFILM
Diosynth Biotechnologies has been the epitome
of North East innovation and resilience during the

(nominated by Bill Scott, chief executive at Wilton
Engineering)

pandemic. With his whole team in Billingham, the

“Pat is one of the most incredible people I have ever

business has made an impact on so many fronts.

met. Her enthusiasm and dedication are second-

It has supported the Novavax COVID-19 vaccine

to-none and highly infectious. She is a huge driver

candidate with its partners, invested in fantastic new
manufacturing facilities and created a substantial
number of high quality jobs for local people.”

MICHELLE PERCY

-

director of place at
Newcastle City Council

of business, social and community change with an
enviable black book of contacts from across the region
who are willing to support her and make things happen.
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Pat’s experience and expertise across the private,
public and third sectors has allowed her to raise
millions of pounds of much-needed funds. She’s an
amazing person who always thinks of others before
herself, and she positively affects the lives of those
living and working in the Tees Valley.”

RICHARD BENDELOW
chief executive at Aero Commerce
(nominated by Gill Hunter, managing partner at
Square One Law)
“Richard is the archetypal entrepreneurial disruptor,
setting the standard for tech sector innovation in
the ecommerce space. From co-founding the highly
successful Visualsoft, to establishing rapid-growth
business Aero Commerce, Richard has always been
a pioneer, setting the standard rather than following
others. Richard combines a successful history in
business with a keen understanding of ecommerce
to help people think differently and challenge the
norm.”

SIR BOB MURRAY
chair at Foundation of Light
SIR BOB MURRAY

-

chair at Foundation
of Light

(nominated by Allison Thompson, director at
Ashmore Consulting)
“Sir Bob Murray has made an incredible mark on
Sunderland – not least through the landmarks that
stand in the city as a result of his ambition, but
also through the amazing work of the Foundation
of Light over the last 20 years, which changes the
lives of thousands of people from the city, raising
the aspirations of young people and supporting
vulnerable communities too. Sir Bob’s achievements
have changed the skyline, changed lives, and I am
convinced that they will change the city in the long
term.”

“My nomination is slightly different, in that it covers
not just 2021, but the last 15 years. During this time,
James worked tirelessly to promote our region on
a national level as chief executive of the North East
England Chamber of Commerce. A tremendous
ambassador for our area, his tenacity and grit to see
this region thrive was unrelenting, with his voice
regularly cutting through the political noise to push
for positive change. James left his Chamber post in
the summer to become chair at Newcastle Building
Society, but his hard work means the business
membership organisation is tremendously placed
to continue supporting new growth in 2022 and
beyond.”

PAUL JENNINGS
chief executive at North P&I
(nominated by Pete Mallon, managing director at
North East Times)
“Paul has piloted marine insurer North P&I Club
through perhaps the most challenging period in
its 160-year history. As the effects of the global
pandemic hit the shipping sector, North continued
to support its members around the world. Through
his role as chair with the International Group of P&I
Clubs (IG), Paul is helping to shape the future of
the maritime industry, a fitting nod to the industrial
heritage of the North East.”

PHIL FORSTER
managing director of Teesside
International Airport
(nominated by Nigel Emmerson, partner and head of
Newcastle office at Womble Bond Dickinson)
“Since Teesside International Airport was bought
by the Tees Valley Combined Authority in 2019 and
saved from closure, Phil has been instrumental in
leading the team at the airport to deliver better

JAMES RAMSBOTHAM

*To read the full
nominations for each
person highlighted above,
visit our website at www.
northeasttimes.co.uk
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Newcastle Building Society chair and former
North East England Chamber of Commerce
chief executive

services for businesses and holidaymakers in the
region. In a relatively short space of time, he has
overseen the introduction of new airline providers
and a wide variety of routes and the multi-millionpound modernisation of the terminal building. Yet
he is not stopping there and resting on his laurels,

(nominated by Steven Hugill, editor at
North East Times)

as he is now taking a leading role in business and
commercial development.”
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Providing crucial support at a vital time
Award-winning occupational health services provider Recovery4Life’s specialist testing and risk
management strategies have played a pivotal role in helping businesses and individuals navigate
the COVID-19 pandemic. Here, chief executive John Devitt reflects on the last year – and beyond
– explaining in detail its support frameworks and how the organisation will continue providing
trusted and valued services.

www.recovery4life.co.uk
@Recovery4LifeNE

MORE THAN 200 BUSINESS OWNERS AND
professional advisers attended last month’s
Entrepreneurs’ Forum’s Together We Can Take on the
World conference.
The event was a stellar success, with speakers
inspiring audience members with stories of their
business lives.
And making the event safe was Gateshead-based
Recovery4Life, whose team ensured delegates were
tested for COVID-19.
This valuable work was typical of the important
projects carried out by the firm, which recently picked
up regional recognition for its services.
Success in the business diversification category
at the North East England Chamber of Commerce’s
recent Business Awards followed an innovation
accolade from leading process industry cluster
organisation NEPIC, for the company’s work in
combating the effects of the pandemic.
This led to Recovery4Life being chosen to represent
the North East as an award nominee in this month’s
British Chamber of Commerce’s national Chamber
Business Awards.
Here, chief executive John Devitt recaps on the
story of the last 18 months.
He says: “We have long specialised in helping
people deal with drug, alcohol and mental health
issues, but we built upon our team’s long-standing
expertise to make life safer for thousands of people in
work during the pandemic.
“Years of dealing with sensitive and challenging
issues for clients allowed us to act quickly when
it became evident the COVID-19 outbreak was
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If you would
like to find out
more about
Recovery4Life’s
COVID-19
testing and
specialist support
services, call
03333 448 288
or email www.
recovery4life.
co.uk/contact/
For more
information on
the company’s
drug, alcohol and
mental health
support services,
visit www.
recovery4life.
co.uk

something way beyond the norm.
“At the beginning of February last year, in response
to what was to become the pandemic, we started
looking at how we could support both the operational
continuity and the health and wellbeing of our clients
at a time of emerging crisis.
“With so little known about the virus, shortages
of PPE and health equipment, growing fears as the
death rate rose, and pressures on the health service
– compounded by confused messaging from the
Government (with a stated policy of encouraging
herd immunity) – our clients faced unprecedented
challenges.”
Such a situation presented Recovery4Life with
important, complex and challenging questions to
answer, which included:
• How do we ensure clients can safely achieve
business continuity through the pandemic?
• In a very challenging time, how do we further
improve our relationships with clients while
fostering new ones?
• How do we create a scalable, high-quality and
sustainable response to the virus as clinical and
health and safety requirements change?
John reveals its team, which has expertise across
the medical spectrum, from psychotherapy and
addiction support to wider occupational health
services, came up with a carefully thought out plan,
which set out targets to:
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• Apply the risk-management principles and systems
Recovery4Life developed for managing ‘peoplerisks’ around medications, substances and the
impact of poor mental health in the workplace
• Use its clinical expertise to follow and monitor
research on the lifecycle of the virus and
international responses to it – particularly from
South Korea, Taiwan, New Zealand, Iceland, Greece
and Germany – and WHO guidance
• Identify emerging testing technologies and see
how clinical testing could be applied in a workplace
setting
• Identify key areas of workplace transmission
management inside and outside of Recovery4Life’s
control
• Identify and employ a specialist in infectious
diseases to provide clinical oversight, information
and the latest updates/research to inform the
development of COVID-19 testing programmes
and provide risk management specialists with
clinical information to develop a risk management
framework for the UK’s workplaces
John says: “We were an early adopter of COVID-19
testing before the first lockdown and we developed
a full risk-management system, not just to carry out
testing but to identify when and where testing should
be carried out with an emphasis on safety.
“Businesses across sectors from manufacturing,
engineering and technology to leisure and retail
services have received guidance that has helped them
continue operating while staff have remained safe.
“A good example of this is our work with Teesside
International Airport, where we have engaged in
testing to help ensure COVID-19 doesn’t affect flight
operations.
“However, the pandemic has had wider effects
beyond the dangers of the virus itself, with the
combination of lockdowns, uncertainty and disruption
to peoples’ lives resulting in more demand for our core
services.
“We’ve seen a significant increase in demand for
health and wellbeing services – including our proactive
employee assistance services, which cover complex

and existing cases and direct treatment programmes –
from complex mental health issues, PTSD, depression
and anxiety, to drug and alcohol detoxes and relapse
prevention.
“We’ve also seen increased demand for more
traditional occupational health services, such as health
surveillance and management referrals, but with a
much greater focus on mental health and emerging
long-COVID-19 conditions.
“We have adapted the treatment models we’ve used
for conditions such as post-viral fatigue to respond
to the physical and mental challenges long-COVID-19
brings.”
John adds: “Our business has scaled up to meet the
demand during this extraordinary time.
“And we will continue to do so because, if nothing
else, the pandemic has made many businesses realise
that protecting employees’ mental and physical
wellbeing is not just essential for operational success,
but that it is the right way to ensure people are
motivated and happy.”
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Moving on up
youngsRPS has expanded and strengthened its management team
with a number of successful internal promotions.
www.youngsrps.com
@youngsrps

youngsRPS
-

Having originated
more than 140
years ago in
Chester-le-Street,
youngsRPS
operates
nationally, with
principal focus
on the North East
and Scotland. Its
team specialises
in rural property,
residential
property,
commercial
property and
planning and
development.
For more
information, visit
www.youngsrps.
com

PAUL FAIRLAMB, KIM HARRISON, JAMES
Thompson and Tom Whitehead have all been promoted
to the newly-formed position of associate director.
Established for more than 140 years, youngsRPS
offers property solutions across the commercial
property, rural and residential agency markets.
After recently opening its sixth office in Darlington, it
wants to reach further and reinforce its market position.
Managing director Graeme Bruce [pictured left], says:
“It is an exciting time for youngsRPS.
“The growth we saw at the beginning of the year
continues to rise across all areas of the business.

Meet the new associate directors:
Paul Fairlamb – associate director, Chartered
commercial surveyor
Paul qualified as a Chartered surveyor in 2003 and
joined youngsRPS from Stanton Mortimer when the
two firms merged in 2017. In 2019, he was promoted
to associate. He has experience in working in both the
private and public sectors.
Kim Harrison – associate director, head of residential
property
Kim is a qualified member of the National Association
of Estate Agents. She is an experienced estate agent
having worked for youngsRPS for more than ten years,
starting out as a sales negotiator before progressing to
valuer/manager within the Hexham office and then on
to head of residential.

“We want to build on the momentum gained by
harnessing the skills and talents of our team.
“Paul, Kim, James and Tom have earned this
promotion through hard work, dedication and delivering
results; they have the right qualities and attributes that
we value and will be central in achieving our ambitious
growth plans over the coming years.
“The role of the new associate directors will be
focused on continuing the excellent service we offer
and expanding the results we aim to achieve for all
clients.
“Here at youngsRPS, we fully believe in the
importance of people, and we offer unrestricted
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opportunities for personal and professional
development.”

James Thompson – associate director, rural Chartered
surveyor
Initially based in Hexham, ‘Jim’ transferred to the
Sedgefield office to be closer to the family farm.
As the son of a Yorkshire farmer, he maintains an
involvement in the running of the family business
alongside being an integral part of the rural team,
spearheading expansion across his home county of
Yorkshire.
Tom Whitehead – associate director, rural Chartered
surveyor
Tom is an associate at youngsRPS and is based
in the Northallerton office. Since graduating from
Harper Adams in 2003, Tom has worked for several
regional and national property specialists, carrying out
valuations and rural professional work across the wider
North East and Yorkshire regions.
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Top tier praise for Muckle LLP
North East commercial law firm Muckle LLP is celebrating after securing a hat-trick of
independent accreditations based on glowing feedback from both clients and its people.
www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP

MUCKLE LLP’S CHAMBERS & PARTNERS AND
Legal 500 UK rankings – which are based on
independent research and client feedback – have
remained strong in 2021, with clients praising the firm
for its ‘client care and communication’ and ‘strategic
knowhow and expertise’.
The firm was ranked as industry leading in a host of
legal services, including corporate and commercial,
property, dispute resolution, charities, education and
banking and finance.
The corporate and banking and finance teams were
ranked top by both directories, and Muckle remains
the only Northern law firm to be ranked nationally for
sport by Legal 500.
The firm also maintains its highly prestigious
Investors In People Gold accreditation, which
encourages and recognises responsible business
practices in areas including the environment,
employees, customers and suppliers.
The elite accolade ranks Muckle second for legal
firms in the 50 to 249 employee bracket, and places
it 147th out of 50,000 Investors In People accredited
organisations worldwide.
Jason Wainwright, managing partner, says: “These
outstanding results reflect the hard work our teams
put in every day, whether that’s going the extra mile
to deliver an exceptional service to our clients, or
working together to create a supportive culture for
our people.
“It’s fantastic recognition and one I believe reflects
the values that run through our firm.
“Much of the client feedback that came out of
Chambers and Legal 500 pointed to our strong team
ethic and joined-up approach, and it’s encouraging to
see our values really shine through in their quotes.
“I’m extremely proud to see this echoed in the
feedback we’ve had from our people, with 98 per
cent of those surveyed for Investors In People saying
Muckle is a great place to work.

“It’s important we put time and real thought into
getting things right for our people if we want to
continue to be industry leading and attract the best
talent.
“We’re recruiting at the moment and hiring and
developing the right employees, who are highly skilled
and committed to our values, which is incredibly
important to us.”

Muckle LLP
-

For more
information on
how Muckle LLP’s
leading team
can support your
business, call 0191
211 7777 or email
advice@mucklellp.com

Pictured: Jason
Wainwright,
managing partner
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Acknowledging the
true value of financial planning
Having sound finances has long been seen as the route to a happy life, but
the true value of our relationship with money goes far beyond endeavouring
to have ‘more in the bank’. Indeed, with robust financial planning, you can
open doors to new joy and purpose, particularly in retirement. Here, Trevor
Clark, Chartered financial planner and director at Perspective (North East)
Ltd, explains more.
Perspective
Financial
Group
-

Operating from 18
offices in the UK,
including bases
in Newcastle
and Darlington,
Perspective
Financial
Group provides
advice and
support across
investment,
retirement
planning,
inheritance
tax planning,
personal wealth
and corporate
planning.
If you would
like to talk to a
member of the
Perspective team
to better plan
your finances, call
0191 217 3340 or
01325 289400.
To view Aegon
UK’s Financial
Wellbeing Index,
visit www.aegon.
com/newsroom/
news/2021/
aegon-financialwellbeingindex-2021/
Please
note: Levels,
bases and reliefs
from taxation
may be subject to
change and their
value depends
on the individual
circumstances of
the investor.
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www.pfgl.co.uk
@perspectivefgl

WE ALWAYS TRY TO HIGHLIGHT THE BENEFITS OF
financial planning.
We like our conversations to revolve around what
your money can do for you, and what your plans
are, rather than simply how much you have and what
sort of products you can consider.
We are therefore pleased to see this
holistic approach endorsed in a new report,
which suggests people with a financial planner are four
times more likely than those without one to have high
levels of fiscal wellbeing.
According to leading insurer Aegon UK’s Financial
Wellbeing Index – which surveyed 10,000 people
across a range of sectors, company sizes and job roles
– only ten per cent who have never accessed advice are
fortunate to combine healthy finances with a positive
money mindset.
The report also found the average advised client
reported nearly three times as much in pension savings
at £246,000, compared to £95,000 for those who don’t
receive advice.
This pattern was repeated across a range
of other finances, with advised clients reporting total
non-pension savings of £65,000 versus
£32,000, and lower unsecured debt of £3700,
compared to £6400.
The research also highlighted advised clients score
better on the mindset aspect of financial wellbeing.
Just nine per cent of those without an adviser have a
financial plan that stretches over ten years, compared
to 34 per cent of people who receive guidance.
In our experience, financial planners, such as
ourselves, have always been very focused on

boosting your wealth and engaging in different
conversations about how to use that to achieve
your life goals.
This mindset uplift, while less well recognised, is
so important to your economic wellbeing, and we
are delighted to see awareness growing around the
benefits of incorporating financial wellbeing into advice
processes because it is something we have advocated
for a good while.
We always try to challenge clients to think about
their relationship with money and ask them to
consider the vision of their future self.
Just as importantly, we want to know what makes
them happy in life.
Discussing this with an adviser can make sure you
are managing your finances, not just to have ‘more
money’, but to give your future self the happiness, joy,
and purpose you want in retirement.
Remember, it’s not just what your money does, it’s
what it does for you.

IT’S TIME TO
RETHINK YOUR
MEETING SPACE
Host a business meeting like no
other at the North East’s most
iconic coastal venue.

If you’re looking for a truly unique venue, Spanish
City, Whitley Bay, is well equipped with everything you
could need for a seamless event. Alongside unmatched
panoramic views of the ocean, the multi-award-winning
venue offers:
• Various day-delegate packages
for your individual preferences,
needs and budget

• Private bar, service kitchen
and bathrooms

• Several full room and half room
arrangements for different
group sizes

• AV equipment including LCD
projector and white screen

• Private dining, breakfast
meetings, working lunches and
large-scale events

• Flipchart, paper and pens

• WiFi

• Air-conditioning
• Cloakroom

CONTACT OUR DESIGNATED EVENTS TEAM ON:
events@spanishcity.co.uk | 0191 691 7090 | @myspanishcity | www.spanishcity.co.uk
Spanish City, Spanish City Plaza, Whitley Bay, Tyne and Wear, NE26 1BG
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Maintaining a pulse
The COP-26 summit proved last month
that while the world isn’t yet on life
support when it comes to climate
change, it very much finds itself in an
increasingly fragile state.
Delegates from nearly 200 countries
may have agreed the Glasgow Climate
Pact to limit a global temperature rise
to 1.5C above pre-industrial era levels,
but last-minute tweaks to language
around coal use and the reluctance of
some carmakers to sign a zero emissions
vehicle pledge, for example, proved there
remains a long way to go.
Some things were agreed during the
two-week conference, though.
More than 40 world leaders committed
to hastening the availability of affordable

Report

Words by Steven Hugill
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and clean technology worldwide by
2030 across the energy, transport, steel
and agricultural sectors, and more than
100 countries backed plans to reverse
deforestation.
State heads also vowed to cut methane
emissions by 30 per cent over the next
decade, while more than 20 countries
are now dedicated to creating new zeroemission shipping corridors.
Even old foes China and the US came
together to promise “enhanced climate
actions that raise ambition”.
Yet, despite such pledges, the journey
towards watershed change will remain
extremely challenging, with COP-26
president Alok Sharma himself admitting
“the pulse” of the 1.5C target “is weak”.

A whole
new world
The bunting has come down, the giant globe that hovered above
delegates has a new home, and the last vehicle that ferried
international leaders and negotiators to and from Glasgow’s
Scottish Event Campus has long since made its final journey. But
while the COP-26 conference may have ended, the real work is
just starting. Having committed states – albeit not wholly – to
fresh environmental action, all eyes are now fixed on the world’s
leaders to make good on promises and deliver positive change.
Here, Steven Hugill assesses the decisions reached at the
flagship climate event, and why the North East stands ready to
play its own pivotal role in meaningful change.

4Like anything in politics, it was a single
gesture that stimulated a multitude of
emotions.
Whichever your Westminster colour,
and whatever your philosophy on reducing
the world’s emissions output, when Alok
Sharma formally dropped the gavel as
COP-26 president to signify the Glasgow
Climate Pact agreement, it won’t have
failed to stir a response.
Perhaps, like the minister, your reaction
was to hold back tears amid the joy of
reaching such a historic agreement – the
phrase used so regularly by the ex-Business
Secretary in the days afterwards?
Maybe you, like him, were disappointed
at the last-minute wording amendment by
China and India to ‘phase down’ reliance on
coal, rather than ‘phase out’ use of the fossil
fuel, which left the MP warning the leaders
of those nations must “explain themselves”
to the rest of the world?

Or, possibly you felt like campaigner
Greta Thunberg and her global green
disciples, in that you walked away from
COP-26 with nothing but the feeling of
a “blah, blah, blah” empty backslapping
charade that placed political words above
palpable action?
Whatever your view, though, last month’s
conference did, at least, throw a decisive
spotlight on the need for changes in the
way we – as a region, a country, and indeed
a united world – identify and utilise energy
sources.
What has gone before cannot define the
future.
And here in the North East – a region
defined by the rich coal seams of its
yesteryears – we can play a crucial role in
the revolution.
To that end, work is already underway.
Indeed, as COP-26 entered its final
throes, a one-day conference, focused on
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tackling climate change and promoting
the transition to net-zero, was taking place
in Newcastle – ironically on the site of the
former Elswick Colliery, where cradleto-grave pitmen cleaved coal across two
centuries.
Hosted by Invest Newcastle – part of
NewcastleGateshead Initiative – alongside
Streets Consulting and recent North East
tech arrival Thoughtworks, it featured
experts from the finance, transport, built
environment, healthcare and life science
sectors
And the conference – held in The
Catalyst building, which sits on what is now
the £350 million sprawling Newcastle Helix
innovation hub – heard how a joined-up
approach will go a long way to achieving
watershed climate action.
Sarah Green, NGI chief executive,
says: “This event really demonstrated our
region’s collective ambition to accelerate
sustainability across our economy.
“Our fast growing strategically important
sectors all have a vital role to play in our
sustainable journey and this conference
really shone a light on our region’s
distinctive offer and drive to not only
inspire change, but to be the change.
“Our leaders, experts, academics
and businesses have the ability to make
things happen, but this is by no means an
individual effort and can only be achieved
through cross-sector collaboration.
“I have no doubt our incredibly talented
people, assets and innovations will support
us to win the race to net-zero.”
The willing, then, is there, and so is the
tangibility.
At the Port of Tyne, where coal
shipments once flowed as freely as the
waters of the famous river, the base is
embarking upon a sea change in its focus.
Its transformation is spearheaded by the
Tyne 2050 strategy, an all-encompassing
blueprint that aims to secure the trading
conduit’s long-term future, while setting out
several goals to make it a pioneering force
for environmental change.
Pledging to achieve net-zero greenhouse
gas emissions by 2030, the vision – which
supports the Government’s 25-Year
Environment Plan and Clean Growth
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Strategy – includes the flagship 200-acre
Tyne Clean Energy Park, which straddles
the river across four sites.
Already home to what will soon become
a 200-job operations and maintenance
base for lead Dogger Bank wind farm
operator Equinor, the park will provide a
focal point for offshore renewable energy
companies, marine engineers and their
supply chains.
Tyne 2050 also sets out ambitions to
make the site a clean energy technology
and green innovation testbed by 2025, and
an all-electric operation by 2040.
Furthermore, officials aim to launch the
UK’s first net-zero warehouse in the coming
months and create an environment where
the port leads nationally on new technology

and operational practices.
The latter will be delivered using the
Maritime 2050 Innovation Hub – described
as the first of its kind in the UK – which is
working with the Department for Transport
and industry body MarRI-UK to catalyse
cross-industry and sector collaboration and
inspire fresh thinking.
Meanwhile, down on Teesside, where
its famed iron and steel works provided
jobs for centuries – while at the same time
belching dark plumes into the atmosphere
– blueprints abound to transform the area
into an epicentre for clean energy.
Earlier this year, Westminster unfurled
plans to deliver the “UK’s first-ever
hydrogen transport hub” on Teesside.
Backed by £3 million cash, the

Government says the endeavour, which it
believes will create up to 5000 jobs and be
operational by 2025, “will bring together
leading figures…to focus research, testing
and trials across all transport modes as we
build back greener from the pandemic”.
More recently, ministers confirmed
Teesside as the spearhead of a wider
£1 billion push towards watershed
environmental change, with a flagship
project chosen to lead the UK’s green
transition.
Net Zero Teesside – set to be delivered
on former Redcar steelworks land now
known as Teesworks – has been selected to
receive Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
Infrastructure Fund cash and lead efforts
to create the country’s first decarbonised
industrial cluster.
Net Zero Teesside is part of the East
Coast Cluster – which also includes the
Northern Endurance Partnership and
Zero Carbon Humber – that bosses say
will significantly reduce industrial carbon
dioxide emissions.
It includes the Net Zero Teesside
Power endeavour, which developers have
already tipped to become the world’s first
commercial scale gas-fired power station
with CCS capabilities, and a hub for
industry to share carbon dioxide transport
and storage infrastructure.
Furthermore, a collaboration announced
in September between BP, the Abu Dhabi
National Oil Company and renewable
energy firm Masdar, to develop low
carbon hydrogen hubs could, says Tees
Valley Mayor Ben Houchen, see the
first international investment in the low
carbon H2 Teesside site, which is aiming
to produce 1GW of blue hydrogen (made
by splitting natural gas into hydrogen and
carbon dioxide) by 2030.
Elsewhere, Protium plans to build what
it calls the North East’s “largest green
hydrogen facility” on Teesside, to generate
power for local companies, and GE
Renewable Energy has permission to create
a 2250-job Teesworks plant to make wind
turbine blades for Dogger Bank.
And the announcements continue.
Last month, as the giant globe was
lowered from the ceiling of Glasgow’s

Scottish Event Campus, signifying the end
of COP-26, Durham-based energy sector
business development organisation NOF
was hoisting its support for what it says will
be the UK’s first net-zero power plant on
Teesside.
Referred to as Whitetail Clean Energy,
NOF is working with 8 Rivers Capital and
existing Teesside operator Sembcorp
Energy UK, to bring the project to fruition.
Bosses say the 200-job factory, which
could be commissioned as early as 2025
on Sembcorp’s Wilton site, near Redcar,
will combust natural gas with oxygen,
rather than air, and use supercritical carbon
dioxide instead of steam.
As a result, they say nearly all air
emissions will be eliminated, with carbon
dioxide captured and stored offshore.
So far, and all so positive.
Well, yes and no.
While NOF’s Whitetail participation
serves to not only highlight its reputation as
a facilitator of growth and crucial supporter
of business transition to new energy routes,
the overall picture, says Rachel Anderson,
North East England Chamber of Commerce
assistant director of policy, still requires
work.
In a new report, compiled for
Department for Business Energy and
Industrial Strategy attention, the
membership organisation calls on ministers
to prove their much-trumpeted levelling-up
agenda is more than a handy buzz phrase,
by committing to skills investment across
the sector and its supply chains, making
particular reference to SME research and
development to deliver new ideas.

Furthermore, it says Westminster
must put in place plans that consider the
country’s future nuclear provision.
She says: “We have an unrivalled base on
which to build a global energy sector right
across our region.
“However, there is an urgent
requirement for the Government to set
out a comprehensive and funded plan for
replacing aging energy generation capacity.
“While some nuclear stations may be
able to extend their life beyond 2024, the
UK is facing a severe energy gap, especially
as demand from electric vehicles increases.
“The Government must therefore reach
a decision on the future of nuclear energy
and provide certainty to communities with
a power station reaching the end of its
useful life.”
Rachel adds: “The logistics sector is also
of prime importance to us developing our
energy sector and well-equipped deep
ports on the Tyne and Tees, with proximity
to Dogger Bank mean that industrial
clusters have developed well.
“But we now need a Government
strategy to give certainty to investors, so
they know our future plans as a country
and direction of travel in this fundamentally
important industry.”
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Joanne Leng
www.nof.co.uk
@NOFLimited

Words by Steven Hugill
-Photography by Christopher Owens

Feature

The recent COP-26 conference may have
highlighted the need for urgent climate action to
global audiences, but one North East organisation
has long been pushing energy transition. Durhambased NOF has been fuelling the green revolution
for decades, connecting suppliers of all sizes with
innovative supply chain operators, developers and
contractors. And, as scrutiny intensifies further
on shifts in energy use, to processes such as
hydrogen power and carbon capture and storage,
Joanne Leng, NOF’s chief executive designate –
who officially takes up the role next month – tells
Steven Hugill how the organisation is ready to help
the UK, and the rest of the world, power ahead
into a new era.

4Our careers can lead us in many
different directions.
For a while, though, it seemed Joanne
Leng’s may not be headed for the energy
sector.
Having narrowly missed out on an
export and marketing advisory role with
what was then known as the Northern
Offshore Federation, she began to cast
her net wider – only to end up landing the
position she’d aimed to catch in the first
place.
Fate plays an intrinsic part in all our
lives, and for Joanne, the twist in her
circumstances 25 years ago not only
meant she met her calling, but it set in
motion progress on a path that is helping
the region’s energy sector create a new

destiny for the world we live in.
As chief executive designate of
Durham-based business development
organisation NOF, Joanne is harnessing
its decades of experience to help a near
400-strong membership of supply chain
companies from across the UK transition
from traditional sectors into markets such
as offshore wind, hydrogen and carbon
capture and storage.
It could, of course, have been so
different.
“After graduating, I applied for various
roles across a multitude of sectors – I
wasn’t looking intentionally to get into
the energy industry,” admits Joanne, who
officially takes over from outgoing NOF
boss George Rafferty next month.

NOF
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“And the funny thing was that what
initially attracted me to the role was the
international travel element of it!
“So, I threw my hat into the ring, and I
was given an interview.
“Unfortunately, I didn’t get the job, but
a month later I got a call saying the first
applicant hadn’t worked out, and I was
asked whether I’d like to take the role.
“And I’ve been here ever since.
“I love working in the energy industry –
I guess it was probably meant for me.”
For Joanne’s passion for the sector, read
NOF’s ongoing commitment to fuelling
the green revolution.
Working on behalf of members and
its network of partners, NOF aligns
companies of all sizes with a raft of supply
chain businesses.
And having moved through the ranks
of management and directorship during
her quarter century of service, Joanne
knows only too well the not-for-profit
organisation’s nimbleness in flexing with
changing industry needs.
It might have taken the recent COP-26
summit to awaken the senses of some
world leaders and businesses to the
importance of sustainability and net-zero
action, but the membership organisation
– which also owns and operates
Energi Coast, the North East’s offshore
wind cluster – has been pressing the case
for energy transition for quite some time.
Only, it’s gone about it using a slightly
different name.
Joanne says: “We have all lived and
breathed COP-26 over the last few weeks,
and I think it has brought climate change
to the forefront of the industry, and the
supply chain especially.
“When I joined NOF in 1996, this
organisation was wholly focused on the
offshore oil and gas sector.
“But when you look at energy transition,
and particularly those words, we’ve been
doing it for a long time, under the guise
of what we call diversification support,”
adds Joanne, who previously founded
NOF’s Export Club to further boost the
organisation’s international links.

She continues: “We’ve been supporting
members to diversify for the last 15
years – previously, it was about helping
companies move from offshore oil and gas
to offshore wind, because that was where
the obvious synergies were for the supply
chain.
“And you can now clearly see the
impact this region has had on the offshore
wind sector.
“The region has roughly 400 offshore
wind suppliers who are part of the wider
Energi Coast cluster, supporting not just
North East and UK projects, but global
projects too.
“We’ve taken our expertise worldwide,
and there probably isn’t a global offshore
wind project that one of the regional
supply chain companies in the Energi
Coast Cluster hasn’t worked on in some
way, shape or form.
“Before offshore wind came along,
we supported members to break into
nuclear, and we’ve now arrived at the
next phase, which are the new industries
such as hydrogen and carbon capture and
storage.
“This is evolution of the supply chain.”
Breaking into new industries, says
Joanne – who was awarded an MBE
in 2011 for services to the oil and gas
industry – represents opportunities as
well as challenges, with NOF helping
members position their businesses for the
changing energy landscape.
But, she adds, where NOF ultimately
comes into its own, is through its expert
and friendly team, which is able to guide
members around myriad shifts in the
marketplace to ensure they are best
placed for success.
This, she says, is helped by a deep
understanding of how the North East’s
industrial landscape has evolved from
past eras of coal mining, shipbuilding and
offshore oil and gas.
She says: “We should never forget
our heritage, because the supply chains
throughout those times were very
adaptive and innovative.
“I am extremely proud of how far the
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“We’ve taken our expertise
worldwide, and there probably
isn’t a global offshore wind
project that one of the regional
supply chain companies in the
Energi Coast Cluster hasn’t
worked on in some way, shape
or form”

supply chain has come; when they see an
opportunity, they move, and they move
fast – and that sets us apart.
“Essentially, now is about using
that drive and ethos, along with our
knowledge and connections, to support
industry to go on and create new netzero supply chains, to make sure the
businesses we work with have the green
credentials they need when bidding
for work,” says Joanne, who graduated
from the University of Sunderland with a
business studies degree.
“We’ve definitely seen a fast-track
approach to energy transition and netzero over the last 18 to 24 months, and
COP-26 has really brought this to the
forefront.
“Everyone is now thinking, ‘I don’t
supply into oil and gas, renewables or
nuclear – I supply into the energy industry,
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and I can react accordingly’.
“Suppliers are aware that we’re in a
period of energy transition and the vast
majority of companies are really receptive
to this change in the landscape.
“What we need to do now is follow the
investments; follow the money and the
opportunities will follow.”
To emphasise her point, Joanne, who
has led more than 80 trade delegations
overseas that have delivered global
business to NOF members, highlights
the Teesworks development, which is
transforming ex-Redcar steelworks land
into a future energy hub.
Catalysed by recent freeport status,
the site will soon include a GE Renewable
Energy plant – which will make turbine
blades for the North Sea-based Dogger
Bank wind farm – and Net Zero Teesside –
part of the East Coast Cluster along with
Zero Carbon Humber – which has been
chosen by ministers to receive Carbon
Capture and Storage Infrastructure Fund
cash to lead efforts around establishing
the country’s first decarbonised industrial
cluster.
Joanne says: “Net Zero Teesside really
is leading the way and is keen to embrace
local and national supplier engagement.
“If companies want to sell into Net Zero
Teesside projects, for example, they must
adapt and embrace energy transition, and
be able to provide innovation, products
and services that meet the demands
of clients and the associated projects
themselves.”
And with the evolution of the energy
industry intensifying, Joanne says NOF
– like its members – is broadening its
already extensive service offering, by
engaging with the supply chain from the
very kernel of an idea.
This was highlighted last month, when
NOF was announced as a partner on the
Whitetail Clean Energy venture, which
aims to create the UK’s first net-zero
emissions power plant on Teesside.
Working with 8 Rivers Capital and
existing Teesside operator Sembcorp
Energy UK, the organisation is using its
network of partners, which includes
operators, developers and major
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contractors, to help build supply chain
relationships and bring the project to
fruition.
Bosses say the 200-job Whitetail
factory, which could be commissioned
as early as 2025 on Sembcorp’s Wilton
site, near Redcar, will combust natural
gas with oxygen, rather than air, and use
supercritical carbon dioxide instead of
steam.
Joanne says: “We’re getting much more
involved with clients looking to invest in
the region, even when it’s at a very early
stage and various locations are under
consideration.
“We talk them through supply chain
capabilities, which is a key part of why
any business chooses to invest in a region.
“Whitetail has joined NOF as a strategic
partner and we are going to arrange
a host of different activities to raise
the project’s profile, to get the supply
chain engaged at various stages, and,
once the engineering, construction
and procurement contractors come
in, to facilitate heavier supply chain
engagement.
“But Whitetail is only one project in
the region: we’re working on so many
others, such as the Dogger Bank and
Sofia offshore wind farms, and with GE
Renewable Energy on its blade factory.
“And we don’t just arrange one-off
events; supply chain engagement means
12, 24 and even 36 months of long-term
activity to keep the momentum going
for a project and to make sure the
supply chain engages long-term, not just
during construction, but for the ongoing
operations and maintenance.”
Joanne continues: “I recently spoke
to a potential investor that wanted to
know about the region’s supply chain,

and I was able to tell them immediately,
‘we’ve got a directory of suppliers and we
can tell you what they can provide over
a project lifecycle, in all of the category
requirements you’re going to need’.
“We provide the ready-made supply
chain information.
“Feedback from investors tells us this
region is effectively joined-up too when
we are talking about inward investment;
we know who to refer businesses to
across the whole stakeholder network.
“One thing we do as an organisation,
that really sets us apart from others, are
the numbers of personal introductions we
conduct between members.
“And these introductions don’t just
focus on selling, they’re about sharing
information and knowledge too,
encouraging members to support each
other.
“A good example is if we’ve got a
member wanting to break into a new
market; we can give them a list of fellow
members that have been successful in
that country, so they can share knowledge
and contacts in that country.
“Sometimes, it’s as simple as having
a cup of coffee and a conversation, to
exchange knowledge and good practice.
“Ultimately, we are a facilitator, a
door-opener, a connector and an honest
broker that connects the supply chain to
the client.
“Over many years, we have seen a
significant number of businesses winning
work in the energy sector as a result of
NOF support.
“The energy landscape may be
changing, but we plan to remain at
the heart of the industry, bringing new
opportunities to those that matter most to
us - our members.”
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The Last Word

THE
LAST WORD

Helen
Marriage

Closing this month’s issue of North East Times, Helen Marriage, director of arts production company
Artichoke, which has just overseen the latest instalment of the bi-annual Lumiere light spectacular in County
Durham, looks at the area’s UK City of Culture 2025 bid*, explains why it stands more than a strong chance of
being successful, and exclusively confirms Lumiere will return in 2023.

www.artichoke.uk.com/project/lumiere-2021/			

4How important is County Durham’s UK City of Culture 2025
bid to the area? And what do you think the short and long-term
economic benefits might be for the city, its surrounding towns
and villages, and their residents?
The bid would be wonderful recognition of all the work that
has gone on in the city and county over the last two decades to
embed culture in the life of the people of County Durham.
From the developments at Bishop Auckland to the
Locomotion museum, from renowned brass and book festivals
and from cycling tours to the exploration of the dark skies,
Durham has put culture front and centre in the life of its
residents. We know from Lumiere that an investment in culture
brings huge benefits, both economic and social.
Since the beginning of Lumiere in 2009, the festival has
generated more than £40 million in benefits for the city and
county, and that’s only set to grow.
Each year, more and more people attend, spending money in
hotels, shops and restaurants, while the festival itself invests in
local businesses, local jobs and local people.

4What will the County Durham bid have to prove to judges to
beat off competition from across the rest of the UK, and what
will set Durham apart from those areas?
County Durham will have to create a unique vision.

				

@artichoketrust

It’s already way ahead, though, because, unlike most
candidates, the Durham bid embraces both the city and county.
The variety of landscape, history and characters to be found
across the county is unrivalled.
Durham really does live up to its title – a county like no other.

4What role will a successful Lumiere 2021 play in the County
Durham bid? And can we expect a Lumiere 2023?
The timing of Lumiere was very useful, as the judges were able
to see a huge event, embedded in its community, playing out
across the city and county.
Many visitors will think that the installations they see on
display are the only thing the festival does – and, at 37, they
might think that’s more than enough!
But behind the scenes there are hundreds of people at work:
artists, crew, volunteers, stewards, security, administrators,
partners in all council departments, as well as in the blue light
services.
It’s a huge collaborative venture that embraces hundreds
of participants from across the community, who have been
working for months to play their part in this extraordinary
spectacle, including 35 schools and more than 600 individuals.
Lumiere is a demonstration of the cultural vision of County
Durham.
And yes, we’ll be back in 2023!

*Eight areas have been longlisted for the title of UK City of Culture 2025.
Following a record 20 bids, County Durham finds itself up against Armagh City, Banbridge and Craigavon; Bradford; Cornwall; Derby; Southampton;
Stirling and Wrexham County Borough.
Bids are now being finalised, with a shortlist due to be announced by the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport early next year.
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